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FROM THE EDITOR
ANDREW MILLER

I think I have an idea. We all actually know – secretly, in the
most hidden-away bit of our hearts – that what we existentialists
really want is to join a herd. Moo!
I can hear the gasps now – but don’t worry. This is just my
own version of breaking away from the crowd – to propose that
the thing that we, as existential practitioners, most need to do is
to embrace our inner Das Man, to celebrate our inauthenticity
and start singing from one hymn sheet. (And I guarantee I’m the
only member of the SEA who will put my name to that…)
So, on behalf of the silent consensus, I’m considering running
a future campaign for election as Grand Poobah of the Society, on
a manifesto that will include a mandatory single philosophical and
therapeutic orthodoxy for all members, a set of social and
conversational rules for behaviour
during SEA events, a list of approved
books to memorise, and a one-sizefits-all red baseball cap (‘Make
Existentialists Agree Again’) to wear
on public occasions.
In this group, what could be more
free-thinking and radical than that?
Of course, my ambitious and
far-reaching proposals will guarantee
me a lifetime of isolation and
disparagement within our community,
and ensure my own triumph as a
free human being – free of close
colleagues, free of book deals and
free of invitations to wine and
cheese parties.
If you’d like to join my campaign
team, do please get in touch. Of
course, it means you will have to give
up all your own-most thoughts and
beliefs, but that’s ok. You’ll belong.
The evidence of how badly we
AWARDED LIFE TIM E NON- MEMBERSHIP
need my ironclad leadership and a
new era of joyous submission to a
common purpose, ethical values and hair styles, can be found in
this issue, where our most distinguished and intelligent authors
are – I’m sorry to say – still hopelessly stuck on different tunes
when it comes to singing in church.
We have people writing divergently about Bucharest or
Copenhagen; about boring moments or meaningful moments;
about accident-laden journeys to a career or anger-laden journeys
to work; about leaving the familiar or arriving in the unfamiliar;
about criminal cults or experimental psychology. And every one
of them starts on a different page.

I’ve just realised that one of the great things about belonging to
a club of existentially-minded people is that none of us wants to
belong to it. We’re all individualists and iconoclasts in awkward
proximity to other individualists and iconoclasts who really don’t
want to be there either. There’s something very comforting in our
mutually assured disconnection, even if it can also be disturbing
or frustrating.
As much as we might share some core values and fleeting
perspectives on existential philosophy, on the importance of
therapy, on the nature of human being and on the incredibly tasty
lunch at the annual conference, it remains the case that there is a
lot we don’t share.
In some ways, the differences are what make us truly existential.
We each are compelled, obliged or
called upon to stand out.
In what feels like an increasingly
tribal age – in which belonging to
rigidly identified and fiercely
defended groups is growing – we
existential therapists can still pride
ourselves on rigidly identifying with,
and fiercely defending, our
opposition to each other. Groucho
would have been proud.
We’re outsiders who have gained
entry to the inside on the basis that
we’d still rather be outside. I’d only
like to hang out with you if you’re
not going to expect me to be like
you or agree with you. Once we start
agreeing all hell will break loose,
because none of us will be able to
tolerate the recognition that we’re
now just another god-damned herd.
I realised this the other day while
wondering why so many of us seem
to be trying to push away from – or
enlarge, if you prefer a more expansive
and less distancing metaphor – the vanilla existential thinking and
practice that somewhere I imagine we were educated upon (though
I confess my existential education was a bit more mint chocolate
chip – refreshingly cool with bittersweet flakes of insight).
Some of us seem to want more of the science of reductive
measurement, while some of us want to fly into the astral beyond
of post-modernism or psychedelics; some want more engagement
with politics, or art, or synchronised swimming; and some want
to expelliarmus at least one founding existential philosopher
(mentioning no names, Voldemartin).
If we really aren’t happy belonging to this group, why do we? If
it’s a bad, dull, frustrating relationship, why don’t we each just move
on to our own more agreeable club of one: me, myself and I?

Andrew Miller
insidework@gmail.com
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FROM
THE CHAIR

NATASHA SYNESIOU
To your mad world
There is one response – refusal

revived CPD events and brought many excellent suggestions to
the table, which we hope to continue and develop. Ben Spray has
been membership secretary, webmaster and a very active member
of the executive. Cristalle Hayes has been our publicity officer,
continuing in her post through pregnancy and birth. More recently
we have welcomed Hugh Knopf and Derek Bean, our new ViceChair, onto the committee.
I also want to thank, once again, the rest of the committee
members – Andrew, Marya, Teresa, Sally, Monia – for their energy,
humour, hard work and actions over words during my time as
Chair and beyond.
Personally, I will miss the collegiate atmosphere of the
committee, our coming together to discuss and act on different
ideas, issues and challenges that arise. I am especially thrilled
that we now have a film club, which has generated a lot of
enthusiasm and discussion. We have started, and will continue to
provide, arts-based events; art is a core expression of different
ways of being human and of responding to the world.
I am also grateful to those SEA members who have been active
in their contributions, challenges and suggestions to the committee;
I hope that this dialogue will continue to grow and gather pace.
And I urge more SEA members to join or contribute to the
committee, helping to shape and evolve the Society.
More than ever in these dark times, I feel that to stand up and
be counted in all the different ways that we each can muster is
part of the spirit of Ananke.

These are the final lines from one of the ‘Poems to Czechoslovakia’
by the Russian poet Marina Tsvetaeva, written when Hitler invaded
that country in 1939. Voiced at a historical moment that inaugurated
death and destruction in Europe and beyond, they seem apt for the
times we live in, both on this small island and throughout the world.
Of all the words that have been rendered meaningless on the
lips of those who supposedly lead us and who create noise around
us, ‘democracy’ is the one that has suffered most, it seems to me.
I returned from my sabbatical to a double coup – a bullish Johnson
government and the prorogation of parliament.
As a European who has lived most of my life in England, I am
astounded and outraged at the current state of things. As a
psychotherapist, I have to sit with people who at times express
views and values antithetical to my own, political and otherwise.
I want to protest and challenge and question.
How much of me/you/us can speak and show itself in the
encounter with the other? If we try to rein it in, will it leak out in
unexpected ways? Is being professional being neutral? Or should
we be many, poly, plural? How are we to respond to Otherness,
especially when it threatens much that we hold dear?
The end of my tenure as Chair of the Society has arrived during
another personal loss, that of a very close friend from childhood.
Death or, more precisely, the manner of death makes a mockery
of the idea of free will and choice. It foregrounds the notion of
Destiny, Necessity, personified by the primordial goddess Ananke
who, with her brother Chronos/Time created the world.
In some ancient texts the Fates – Clotho, Lakhesis and Atropos
– are Ananke’s three daughters and between them they spin,
measure out and cut the cord of life. As Merleau-Ponty reminds
us, the things have us, we do not have the things. Is that bleak
and nihilistic? I think it is honest, pragmatic and humble. In life,
most often we both defy, and succumb to, the odds in an elaborate
tug-of-war.
At the SEA Conference in November Paola Pomponi will
officially take over as Chair of the Society. Paola has given her
time and considerable energy to the SEA committee over the past
decade, first as Treasurer and more recently as Vice-Chair. The
post of Chair is well-deserved and long overdue for her, as she,
together with Paul McGinley, has ensured the continuous
functioning of the SEA through some difficult times.
Some of our committee members will be leaving the Society
by the end of this year and I want to thank them all for their
generous commitment and contribution to the SEA. Lucy Solymar

Natasha Synesiou
chair@existentialanalysis.org.uk

NOTE FOR CONTRIBUTORS
The deadline for the next issue will be mid-February,
for publication in April. Longer articles should usually
be around 1500-2500 words, and we also welcome
shorter pieces, poems, letters to the editor etc. Among
other things we are always looking for: a ‘Book That
Mattered’ (not a book review, but an account of how a
particular book has influenced your practice),
and ‘Endings’, a short (800 words max) reflection on
your experience of an ending, personal or professional.
We also want to hear more about your experiences from
‘The Other Side’, of your own therapy. Please send your
contributions to the Editor at insidework@gmail.com.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
own experience and to what extent does the ability to express it
in words determine the limitations of trying to communicate that
grasp to others?
All of this is familiar territory to therapists, especially existential
therapists. It is therefore surprising to read Goldenberg’s comments
on the Germany of 1933 and the experience of Martin Heidegger.
At the very least, they seem to betray a perspective that I routinely
find problematic in news reporters (I like to call them media
entertainers). I expect more caution and sensitivity to the wide
gap between what one knows and what one perceives. As a remedy,
I recommend revisiting Jan van den Berg’s metabletic studies
where what I know (usually based on what I have been told) and
what I see are so much at variance. I see the sun rise in the east,
follow an arc across the sky during the day, and disappear behind
the horizon at dusk. But I know that the earth is orbiting the sun
along an elliptical path. Which of these do I live by?

Heideggerian Context
The exchange on ‘Heideggerian context’ in our most recent
Hermeneutic Circular (April 2019) between Devang Vaidya and
Harriett Goldenberg, following on Vaidya’s earlier contribution
(October 2018) on Martin Heidegger and existential analysis, has
provoked my interest and the response that follows.
My interest, as a longtime member of SEA and occasional
contributor to Existential Analysis, will, I hope, lead readers to
my translation of Medard Boss’s 1973 memoir, which appeared
early this year in Existential Analysis, since in it Boss reflects on
Heidegger ’s involvement with National Socialism and the
philosopher’s emotional response to it.
Boss is the link between Heidegger and existential analysis,
and was not only a colleague of the philosopher but also his friend.
They travelled together, Heidegger vacationed at Boss’s own
alpine retreat in Lenzerheide and, of course, over a period of ten
years they together presented seminars for psychiatrists and others
at Boss’s home in the Zollikon district of Zürich.
I mention the memoir because of the importance and difficulty
of understanding an historical moment, in this case the period of
the rise of National Socialism in Germany, and the even greater
challenge of presuming to fathom the experience of another
human being.
Here is my point. I was not alive during the years leading up
to World War II and must therefore rule out the possibility of
understanding what ‘it’ was like then, what ‘things’ were like
then, what ‘the world’ was like then. I might read two accounts
of events during a month in 1933 in Germany by two esteemed
historiographers and picture two very different realities. Which
is the correct one? Neither.
There is a comparable observation to be made about ‘the
Sixties’, which I lived through here in the States. I have yet to
read an account of June 1968 that matches my perception of events
in that momentous month. Obviously, ‘it’ was for me a very
different reality, a different time than it was for any number of
astute writers of history books who have published authoritative
accounts of the period. By the same token, it was and is just as
different for me as for my best college friend at the time. All of
us are ‘wrong’ about what it was like.
There is also the problem of just what ‘it’ and ‘things’ were
like in the experience of a given individual and not only for texts
about times meticulously ‘researched’ by professional historians.
As existential therapists, we know that another person’s experience
is forever unavailable to us and certainly not to be inferred from
his or her behaviour. We ask: How well does anyone grasp his

We ask: How well does anyone
grasp his own experience and
to what extent does the ability
to express it in words determine
the limitations of trying to
communicate that grasp to others?
With regard to people, the stakes are very high. I continue to
try to understand the experience of Socrates, Ghengis Khan,
Jesus, the Buddha, Freud – and Heidegger. I have never known
any of them, but even if I had, as an existential therapist I know
that the experience of another human being, even if I spend a lot
of time with her, remains unavailable to me. Somehow dead
figures of importance are opportunities to forget this – for example,
Martin Heidegger.
I value Vaidya’s comments on his critic’s essay, which seems
to be in the tradition of Guido Schneeberger, Victor Farías, Richard
Wolin and Emmanuel Faye – a succession of waves of antiHeideggerism. Much of this has been re-fuelled by the publication
of the notebooks Heidegger kept and asked to be held back
for publication until everything else in his Gesamtausgabe had
been published.
The final volume of these notebooks has just been published
(Gesamtausgabe 99) and it is sure to attract the attention of those
who have scoured Heidegger’s published writings for anti-Semitic
hate speech. There is, of course, little to be found about Semitism
in them or elsewhere in the collected works, but every sentence
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

analysis and daseinanalysis. I also read Stewart’s reflections on
reading ‘Rudolf Hoess and the Participation Medal’ (HC, April 2019,
p. 22) and again was not sure what interest the autobiography of that
‘most despicable psychopathic serial killer[s]’ during the Holocaust
might hold for readers of the Circular. There was a documented
vicious, evil little man. Perhaps it is part of a reaction to reports of
greater anti-Semitic rhetoric reported in the press. If it is, these are
important reminders of puzzling and disturbing trends.
At all events, let everything be published our editors receive
that prompts thoughtful discourse.
Dr Miles Groth
mgroth@wagner.edu.

CONTINUED
that has been construed as such has been drawn out of context for
illumination and is offered as evidence of there having been an
evil little man who happened to have been a great thinker who
influenced ecology, art criticism and, of course, therapy. On the
question of membership in the NSDAP, it is important to recall
that not all Nazis were anti-Semitic. although many were.
After some time (1967- ) spent studying, translating and writing
about Heidegger’s thought, I am especially interested in the
publication last year of Peter Trawny’s edition of the Zollikon
seminars, which complements the Boss edition (1987). Both
volumes should be compared as we continue to try to understand
Heidegger the man and the thinker and his influence on existential
analysis. Without Heidegger, no existential analysis.
But to return to the issue. It is important to be familiar with
Heidegger and the other players during the period under
consideration, but we read the following comments by Ms.
Goldenberg: ‘I’m not claiming to be a Heideggerian scholar’ and
‘I have to admit to not being knowledgeable about their [Adorno
and Horkheimer] work, but actually I’m not sure that matters.’
These are surprising comments, since the title of an essay expressing
a conclusion and evaluation such as ‘Heidegger – Unrepentant
Nazi’ should be based on extensive familiarity with such material.
Heidegger’s thought is still not fully understood and what ‘it’ was
like to live in Germany during the rise of National Socialism and
what ‘things’ were like then are experiences denied both authors
of this conversation in the Hermeneutic Circular. So, too, for me.
As for Heidegger’s experience, I am more likely to take (albeit
with a few grains of salt, including one of hero worship and one
of compassion) Boss’s assessment of Heidegger’s character and
philosophy while the philosopher was still alive. We cannot expect
from Goldenberg what we also cannot expect from Boss – an
understanding of Heidegger’s experience – but we might take
some time to consider what Boss wrote in 1973 about the period
during which Heidegger was rector for nine months of the
University of Freiburg, since at least Boss was there.
It may not be known to some younger readers of our newsletter
that Boss sent the Heidegger family ‘care packages’ of food during
difficult times for the philosopher and his wife. He also reports
having been warned to stay away from the ‘magician from
Meßkirch’ but chose to see the human being first-hand and after
a time drew his own conclusions.
It goes without saying that it also important to wait for the
publication of correspondence from Heidegger to Boss, which is
currently held under seal at the Zürich Library, and, of course,
Heidegger’s own as-yet-unpublished letters to Boss and others in
complete form before drawing a likeness of Heidegger.
For us therapists, it is also interesting to note that Boss (like
Beaufret) drew Heidegger out of a form of agoraphobia. The Boss
and Heidegger families eventually cruised and travelled together
to Taormina and Greece, as well as spending time at their respective
hideaways in Lenzerheide (Boss) and Todtnauberg (Heidegger).
I close with a more general question: Is our newsletter the
appropriate place for feature articles on political issues? There is so
much to discuss with each other about the meaning of
therapy in our time and in particular the special promise of existential

Heidegger indefensible
Like Harriet Goldenberg (HC, April 2019), I was utterly dismayed
at the article on Heidegger, yet another defence of the indefensible,
or so it seems to me.
We should remember Emmanuel Levinas who said that, in his
preoccupation with being, Heidegger had lost sight of human
beings. It was, he said, ‘the blackest of my thoughts about Heidegger
and no forgetting is possible’. In an essay entitled, ‘As if consenting
to horror’ (1988), he recalled the ‘stupor and disappointment’
with which he heard the news and hoped it was only a ‘temporary
lapse into practical banality’.
Levinas, we ought to recall, only survived the war because, as
a French army translator, he was protected as a prisoner of war.
This did nothing, of course, to prevent him enduring terrible
privations, including forced labour, until he was freed at the end
of the war. He made a private vow never to return to Germany.
We should also remember the poet, Paul Celan, who visited
Heidegger in his famous hut in the summer of 1967, hoping for
some word of regret or explanation. Celan’s father had died of
typhus and his mother shot.
a hope, today
for a thinker’s
(undelayed coming)
word
in the heart
‘Todtnauberg’
The word never came. Less than three years later, Celan was
dead, slipping unseen into the Seine in Paris.
I’m writing just having heard of the sad death of a true giant
of 20th century philosophy, Agnes Heller. Heller, who was 90,
was a Hungarian Jew whose father was murdered in Auschwitz
(he himself had helped many Jews escape). A dissident, freethinking Marxist, she herself was forced to leave Hungary for
Australia in the 1970s. More recently, she was being attacked by

We should remember Emmanuel
Levinas who said that, in his
preoccupation with being,
Heidegger had lost sight
of human beings
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My own interactions with those who
would be considered neurodiverse…
have made me question many
societal assumptions about
what is the ‘norm’

the Orban regime of which she was an implacable critic.
As a survivor she felt she had a ‘debt to pay’. In an interview
in 1998, she said: ‘I had to find out what morality was all about,
what was the nature of good and evil; what kind of world can
produce this…’
Paul Gordon
paulsgordon41@gmail.com

The Double Empathy problem

My own interactions with those who would be considered
neurodiverse, both in my personal life (my son) and professionally,
have made me question many societal assumptions about what is
the ‘norm’. At a recent Tony Atwood conference he made the
comment that he tells those on the spectrum that neurotypicals
have ‘fragile egos’ and struggle with social interactions that don’t
follow the reciprocal ‘rules’. This really stayed with me and
allowed me to think about the absurdity of some social expectations.
It is also an area of growth for me as a person, and as a mother,
having to come to a place of acceptance about some of my son’s
behaviours, which would be viewed as ‘eccentric’ by society. At
first I felt very conscious of what Sartre refers to as the Look of
the Other but I now take the approach of ‘So what? Life is absurd,
embrace the absurdity’.
I have also learnt to understand when my son is able to bear
physical touch and when he can’t. When he was younger I would
automatically go to cuddle him and he would sometimes recoil.
It hurt (me emotionally and him physically).
Over time I realised that touch involved a sensory overload
for him and that it needed to be on his terms. Now when he does
reach for me – often touching his fingers to mine – I know this
is a deep felt connection, but to the outside world may seem formal
or aloof. I’ve had to put myself in his shoes. I appreciate this is
an easier approach for a mother to take about their child, than it
is for a child to take towards their parent, particularly when certain
expected relational connections have been lacking, which the
article highlights so well.
Realising that someone else’s perspective, brain-wiring, whatever
you want to call it, is so different from ours, we see that just because
we’re motivated by X it doesn’t mean others are too. We may confuse
our relational needs with theirs. This can be a transformational
realisation and is one that is so important in our profession. We need
to constantly check our biases, assumptions and viewpoint through
reflexivity and openness to learning. I’ve tried to find a useful word
to describe this 360º vision but have only come across the word
perspicaciousness, which hardly trips off the tongue! I wonder if
other readers have ideas for what word sums up this skill best.
As with many things there are different theories, emotions,
viewpoints and opinions on this topic and we can end up being
tied in knots. I wish the author luck with holding the tension of
the continued catch-22. It might help to remember the words of
F Scott Fitzgerald ‘The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability
to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the same time, and still
retain the ability to function’.
Joanne Griffin
Joanne is founder of www.affinityhub.uk which signposts to
emotional support for parents of disabled children, and is
researching emotional wellbeing in parents of children with
a learning and/or developmental disabilty.
griffinpsychology@gmail.com

I was interested to read Teresa Corso’s article ‘Intellectual Dilemma,
Emotional Conflict’ in the Hermeneutic Circular, April 2019. It
highlighted an important question for me – how much can we
truly empathise with others, particularly if they are neurodiverse?
There are different attitudes to the diagnosis of autism. Many
consider it a fundamental part of their personality so would shun
the person first language of ‘person on the autism spectrum/with
autism’ and instead refer to themselves being ‘autistic’. The
National Autistic Society has changed their use of terminology
to reflect their members’ views on this as well.
Some would also challenge the author’s use of ‘suffering from
[Asperger’s syndrome]’. However, for others the fact that autism
falls under the socio-political term ‘disabled’ is appropriate as
they find their condition disables them in their navigation of a
predominantly neurotypical world.
There is no doubt that the friend of the author is facing many
difficulties and it sounds heartbreaking to consider the challenges
and dilemmas in the relationship with his father, both growing up
and in the present. It raises profound as well as personal issues and
I also relate to the author’s struggle to make sense of different
paradigms and theories. I wanted to throw another one into the mix.
It is often said that autistic individuals lack empathy, in fact
difficulties with Theory of Mind is one element used to make a
diagnosis (see Baron-Cohen’s Sally-Anne test). However, Damian
Milton (Disability and Society, 2012, 27:6, 883) challenges this
by saying that neurotypicals also struggle to empathise with those
on the spectrum; he calls this the ‘double empathy problem’.
Milton critiques the assumption that there is a ‘normal’ and ‘correct’
way to interact and states that those that don’t fit with this approach
are Othered.
Furthermore, research suggests that for many on the spectrum
‘their bodies are actually very sensitive to other people’s pain…
[including] heightened skin conductance response…They often
have hypersenstitivey to extroceptive signals – touch, noises in
the environment etc. – yet may not be able to read their own bodily
signals. So their heart may be racing in response to the pain of
others but they’re not able to read that in the same way’ (Sarah
Garfinkel, The Psychologist, January 2019).
It may be that they feel things but struggle with the language to
express them and they come out in other ways such as the concern
from the father about the friend’s safety as outlined in Corso’s
article. This may be the closest someone can get to saying ‘I love
you’ or ‘You are important in my life’. Other research currently
being conducted suggests that autistic people are better at empathising
with others on the spectrum than those who are neurotypical
(Catherine Crompton, 2019, https://tinyurl.com/y535bc5s).
Many autistic adults report great damage from behavioural
strategies that are meant to ‘normalise’ them, such as forcing eye
contact or preventing stimming (i.e. hand flapping, rocking) which
is their way of coping with the huge anxiety they feel in this world.
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ON BEING-BORED
BY Z E B K AYL I Q U E
that you may feel when, for example, you’re stuck in a mindnumbingly boring work meeting when you know you could be
doing something better instead (for the 80s child in you: remember
that intro to the great British children’s TV show Why Don’t You…
‘Why Don’t You Just Switch Off Your Television Set and Go Out
and Do Something Less Boring Instead?!’).
On the contrary, it’s an eruption of profound boredom which
reveals beings as a whole and which cannot be comprehended
intellectually. Instead we are able to find ourselves in the midst
of things and to grasp them through this mood of boredom. It
reveals another side of ourselves as possibility.
Another revelation of this un-concealing of Heidegger’s Dasein
can be found through the much-loved emotion of joy! It is the
existence of the human being that we feel joy towards – not the
personality of a human being but ‘being’ itself – which reveals
the entire world to us.
Both of these opposite emotions of one’s way of being are not

If you’ve ever felt the Sisyphean heaviness
of life’s tedium, then please read on.
So why do we ‘get’ bored and why does
it even matter? It’s certainly a feeling we
don’t particularly like having; it makes us
feel uncomfortable. But it’s also considered
to be something quite trivial by today’s
standards.
It’s often claimed that about ten percent
of us will suffer some form of depression at some time in our
lives. On the other hand, it wouldn’t be unreasonable to assume
that a 100 percent of us will suffer from boredom at some time.
And there can be some overlap between depression and boredom.

Boring ontology
Heidegger’s ontology of being includes being bored, not merely
as a state inflicted in the ‘mind’ but rather as a fundamental
characteristic of the ‘world’, in the way we participate in social
practices that are littered with boredom, for example. For
Schopenhauer, boredom occurs when we realise that life in-itself
possesses no value or meaning, and this can cause disinterest with
the outside world and the inner world of oneself.
So when it comes down to it, life itself and existing just isn’t
enough. If life did have this intrinsic value and meaning, then boredom
wouldn’t exist at all. Like Schopenhauer, Camus yearned for inherent
meaning to existence when he declared ‘If one could only say just
once: “This is clear”, all would be saved’ – an inescapable and yet
futile quest for an answer to an impossible question.
The Italian philosopher and writer Giacomo Leopardi, in a
letter to his father in 1819, wrote how he would rather take suffering
than live with ‘this deadly boredom’. He certainly didn’t trivialise
it like we might today. In a paradoxical way, he claimed boredom
was the most sublime of the human emotions because it expresses
the human spirit being boundless, with its needs that the universe
can never fulfil. It is with that he felt a profound despair in the
face of this ‘death within life’.
Heidegger’s account of Dasein’s mood or attunement is central
to this question. He wanted to explore whether beings as finite
creatures can encompass the totality of being. So can we comprehend
the whole of our being in an actual way and not just imagined?
We can come to this in the experience of attunement or mood,
as we find ourselves in the midst of everyday existence. Is it
telling that Heidegger uses boredom as his first example of mood?
Could it be that he closely held Schopenhauer in mind when he
began his exposition of moods? Schopenhauer’s pessimism had
no bounds when he spoke about the impossibility of fully satiating
our humanly desires; and that one inevitably falls back into life’s
tedium only to rinse and repeat the cycle of one’s pursuit to
overcome this horrid infliction – ad infinitum.
Heidegger talks of a kind of genuine boredom when we are
not actually busy with things or ourselves; that is when we are
overcome by boredom as a whole. He doesn’t provide a detailed
phenomenological account of what this is, but he is expecting us
to relate to it nonetheless. It’s not the kind of localised boredom

It is clear that boredom has afflicted
humanity historically, but why is it
that it seems to have become worse
in modern times?
to be preferred by valuing one over the other or to strip away one
from the other. In Heidegger-speak, all moods are always and
already present, where one remains concealed over the other until
the other is ready to be revealed to us at the right moment and
context, thus sending the other one back into concealment again.
When moods of this sort bring us face to face with being as a whole,
it reveals something to us but also conceals something from us.
And what is it concealing from us? It is ‘nothingness’. And it
is this metaphysical concern with ‘nothingness’ that presents itself
as anxiety in our way of being in the world, a characteristic that
is woven into the very fabric of our being.
So what does it mean to be profoundly bored? Existentially, it
means that I find myself bored without being aware of the fact or
being able to offer any rhyme or reason for it. This is reminiscent
of what Freud said about melancholy, in contrast to grief. Both
contain a loss, but in grief there is a definite object of loss whereas
in melancholy one does not know what has been lost and is left
free-floating in melancholy.
Whilst melancholy has a certain charm about it in its traditional
link to wisdom, sensitivity and beauty, boredom appears lacklustre
in comparison and also lacks the seriousness of depression, so is
perhaps less interesting for healthcare professionals today. It’s
simply too trivial to merit a thorough investigation.
We do, however, find much written about it by the most
prominent of philosophers such as Pascal, Rousseau, Kant,
Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Benjamin and
Adorno. And in literature there are Goethe, Flaubert, Stendhal,
Mann, Beckett, Buchner, Dostoevsky, Chekhov, Baudelaire,
Leopardi, Proust, Byron, Eliot, Ibsen, Valery, Bernanos, Pessoa
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horizon of possible opportunities it becomes something that has to
be beguiled. Or, as Gadamer expresses it: ‘What is actually passed
when passing the time? Not time, surely, that passes? And yet it is
time that is meant, in its empty lastingness, but which as something
that lasts too long and assumes the form of painful boredom.’
When Kierkegaard expresses boredom, I’m reminded of its
seriousness as a lack of meaning. He puts it in a way that strikes
at the heart of this: ‘How frightful boredom is – frightfully boring:
I know of no stronger expression, no truer expression, for only like
knows like. If only there were a higher expression, a stronger one;
that would at least indicate a shift. I lie outstretched, inactive, the
only thing I see is: emptiness; the only thing I live off; emptiness;
the only thing I move in; emptiness: I do not even experience pain.’
Usually when we express boredom to each other it usually
means that we cannot do what we want to do, or have to do
something we don’t want to do. But what if we have no idea of
what we want to do? Is it then that we possibly experience a
profound existential boredom? Does this point to an existential
loss in meaning? Is boredom to be seen as a philosophical problem
and not just a psychological or sociological one? Is this necessarily
a breakdown of one’s relation to the world and how we find
ourselves lost in the world?
Samuel Beckett, my favourite writer on the experience of
boredom, describes this existential position in his protagonist,
Belacqua: ‘He was bogged in indolence, without identity… The
cities and forests and beings were also without identity, they were
shadows, they exerted neither pull nor goad…His being was
without axis or contour, its centre everywhere and periphery
nowhere, an unsurveyed marsh of sloth.’
A more contemporary writer who is also a favourite of mine
is David Foster Wallace. He wrote a very…very…long brooding
novel which is essentially an exposition on boredom, Infinite Jest.
Reading it will almost certainly send most seasoned readers to a
place of despairing boredom and it’s an exercise in being able to
stay with the boredom as a kind of accomplishment! Although

and the list goes on! As you can see, many great thinkers have
seriously pondered over the subject of boredom and have taken
issue with it. So I wonder, why do we tend to trivialise it today?
Kierkegaard didn’t hold back when he wrote: ‘The gods were
bored therefore they created human beings. Adam was bored
because he was alone, therefore Eve was created. Since that
moment, boredom entered the world and grew in quantity in exact
proportion to the growth of population.’
Even the opening chapter of Ecclesiastes contains the following
declaration to existential boredom: ‘All is vanity…’ and also, ‘The
thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done
is that which shall be done; and there is no new thing under the sun.’
It is clear that boredom has afflicted humanity historically, but
why is it that it seems to have become worse in modern times?
Do we not see this in the rise and extent of the entertainment
industry and in the excessive consumption of intoxicating
substances; is this not an indication of the prevalence of today’s
avoidance of boredom?

Breaking Bored
When I can sit through six hours of bingeing on Breaking Bad on
a Saturday afternoon, when I don’t necessarily feel or admit that
I’m bored… I have to wonder to myself why else, if not avoiding
my boredom, would I spend twenty-five percent of my waking
hours in such a way?! You may say that this is my leisure time
and with it, I get a great deal of superfluous time that has to be
consumed one way or another. And there are few tools more
efficient at doing this than TV.
I admit I am the hyperactive kind, and terribly good at
getting rid of time because I may have a lower boredom threshold.
I have an almost complete lack of downtime as I busy myself
from one activity to another, because I cannot face tackling time
that is ‘empty’.
When I reflect on my use of time, I find a link between boredom
and ways of passing the time, so that instead of time seen as a

BOREDOM KILLER: WALTER WH IT E IN ' B R E A K ING BA D '
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and already embedded in meaning and feel inescapably predisposed
to it. We all feel our very being as an issue to ourselves and we
cannot bear to live our lives without some sort of content that we
see as providing meaning to our lives.
So meaninglessness is boring then? If so, then boredom is a
withdrawal from meaning. One’s boredom is a declaration to the
world that communicates one’s discomfort in the lack of meaning
which is the cause of ultimate dissatisfaction with life. In order
to assuage this discomfort we therefore attack the symptoms of
the discomfort rather than the underlying ‘disease’ itself, when
we engage in the relentless pursuit of ‘meaning-providing objects
of desire’ as surrogates.
I believe that boredom is indicative of, if not predicated on,
the lack of personal meaning. When we are given an interpreted
world with all the knowledge already presented to us, we feel we
are not free to be in this world as we would like to interpret it for
ourselves. We are therefore not completely at home.
We are in our very being meaning-making creatures but when
everything is already fully coded for us what are we left to do
with it? How can we be active in coding the world for own selves
as engaged beings in the world? Do we lose the freedom to act
out our own way of being in the world?
In psychoanalysis, we are told that meaning comes from
embracing self-realisation, but it’s not obvious to me what type
of self is to be realised nor what should possibly result from it?
If we are indeed meaning-making
creatures at heart, does boredom
rob us of this very human act or
is it an expression that such
meaning is already and always
withdrawn, withheld or absent?

CONTINUED
Wallace was preoccupied with boredom and its modern implications
for humanity, he didn’t commit suicide out of boredom – so we
are led to believe.
Meanwhile, Fernando Pessoa believed boredom to be so radical
that it couldn’t be overcome by suicide, only by something
completely impossible – not to have existed at all! A case of
‘putting the toothpaste back in the tube’!

The interesting thing
I think the reason we see boredom as a modern affliction is to a
large extent because we have moved from a values-based society
to one that is placing a greater emphasis on sensory stimuli, and
this creates desire for the next ‘interesting thing’ to be experienced.
Capitalism thrusts us into a world where originality and innovation
are celebrated as being ‘interesting’ from a purely aesthetic
perspective. It is at the surface that experience is judged as
interesting or boring – an ideology that is perpetuated as being
ever more accepted by Western society, at least.
It is in postmodernity that euphoria, as the intensity of
experience, trumps meaning in the traditional values-based way.
The trouble is this doesn’t last and soon becomes boring again.
While it is true that we cannot
direct ourselves without an
u n d e r l y i n g in te re s t to w a rd s
something, it is interest or one’s
intention that provides the
direction. But as Heidegger
emphasised in his critique of
technology, today’s interest is only
directed towards the interesting,
and the interesting is what only a
moment later one finds indifferent or boring – an echo, no doubt,
of what Schopenhauer said about the ‘will’.
So what can be said of technology as we become ever more
engaged in social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
Instagram and the now dying medium of normal TV? What it does
is make us passive observers and consumers and less active players
in the game of life. All of these social placebos ultimately leave
us with a deficit gap in meaning.
What do I mean by ‘meaning’ in this context? I like the rather
odd definition by a little known 20th century Norwegian
philosopher, Peter Wessel Zapffe: ‘That an action or some other
fragment of life has meaning means that it gives us a quite specific
feeling that is not easy to translate into thought. It would have to
be something like the action having a good enough intention, so
that when the intention is fulfilled, the action is “justified”, settled,
confirmed – and the subject calms down.’
I take him to mean that ‘meaning’ is related to a person’s goaloriented use of the world. Essentially, the kind of meaning I am
looking for is the kind of existential or metaphysical meaning.
Obviously this can be sought in various ways, and may be something
already given to us by culture and history, or something that has
to be realised by fighting for something (e.g. social injustice,
etc.), it can be collective or something individually personal.
In postmodernity it is meaning at the individual level that is
often thought about when posing this question. We are always

Fernando Pessoa believed boredom
to be so radical that it couldn’t be
overcome by suicide, only by
something completely impossible
– not to have existed at all!

Circle of tedium

I come back full circle to this feeling
of tedium with life. It isn’t that humans have a unique capacity to
feel tedium, but rather that we are able to fully grasp our continuous
existence in time as inescapably bound creatures in our timeconsciousness. It is our baseline mental condition which we can only
merely distract ourselves from with pain or relentless activity.
More significantly though, tedium isn’t simply about being
bored because there’s nothing to do, but is a feeling that there’s
nothing worth doing at all. So even when we find ourselves with
plenty to do, it only exponentially compounds the problem of
tedium one feels.
I sometimes wonder why it should be so important that I seek
out the ‘right’ (whatever that means) meaning to my life. Perhaps
I ought to experience my head being devoid of the whole world.
I wonder if I could allow myself to sit idle in the emptiness of
it all – unlike those characters in Waiting for Godot, with their
senseless chattering and futile waiting, hoping for Godot to finally
arrive to save them from their absurd existence and give the ‘real’
meaning to their lives.
You see, the trick is that all that futility in hoping and waiting is
actually giving meaning to their lives! Maybe I ought to be that way
too, surrender to hope and wait for something to rise from out of this
life by trusting in the meaning-making process which courses through
my veins – if only for a moment – to feel what it is to be truly free.

Contact Zeb at zkaylique@gmail.com
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WHAT DO I DO AS
AN EXISTENTIAL
PHENOMENOLOGIST?
BY N A N D U M E N O N
my socks, desultory frisking through the drawer extricates a
kerchief and off I go to work.

While pursuing the Advanced Diploma in
Existential Psychotherapy at Regent’s
University, one amongst my amazing tutors
once asked us to state in three sentences or
less, ‘What do I do as an Existential
Phenomenologist (EP)?’
Three sentences or less may work for
Heidegger when he says, ‘The Being of
Dasein means ahead-of-itself-Being-alreadyin-(the-world) as Being-alongside (entities encountered withinthe-world)’ which he further indolently snips to ‘Care’, but brevity
for me sometimes takes away the expressions that I hold within.
Hence, whilst I was riven by division (whether it should be three
or more sentences), with minimal latency I was driven by revision
(an agreement with myself to do more), a self-deprecating
middleclass attitude.
With no more essays to submit and my weekend prognostication
rather blasé, let me express the significance of my counselling
titular role (EP) in-order-to regale with some personal idle talk
and chatter for-the-sake-of unconcealment as to ‘the day in the
life of an EP’.

Platform 2, Metropolitan line
There is no draft to be dodged, Sartre is right, ‘Hell is other
people’. The length and breadth of the platform was packed with
people, with a significant percentage having no clue about their
‘ontological a priori existentials’ (an assumptive stance from me).
Conveniently for them existence precedes essence and they were
busy in the average ontic everydayness enjoying life in the falleness,
as I swear by Das Man.
I want to do that too, but six years of psychotherapy studies
has corrupted my BIOS. I thought life had dealt me a carte blanche,
but what an affront by some philosophers, who took away my
juvenile spontaneity and pushed me into mature reflectivity.
A cluster of people had formed a queue at a well-positioned spot
on the platform as they had a priori knowledge as to where the
door of the train would arrive. As the train arrived, using my rustic
disposition, I marauded into them to reach the door but a wellintentioned collective push supplemented by a ‘donkey kick’ from
an aggressive Dasein sent me forthwith to the back of the queue.
A few of them managed to get into the train with a blighter just
managing to squeeze in at the last second without getting beheaded
as the guillotine of a door slammed shut. I missed the train but was
closer and within proximal striking distance of entry for the next
train. Heidegger states ‘the possible ranks higher than the actual’,
hence embracing the hierarchically superior position of the ‘possible’,
I preserved my good-natured self for some more time.

Wake me up
To begin with domestic felicity then, I as an EP wake up at six a.m.
to the sound of the darned alarm that blurts out the clingy lyrics
‘Wake me up before you go go, don’t leave me hanging on like a
yo-yo’. With steadfast resolve, I say to myself ‘human beings are
condemned to be free’, press snooze and go back to sleep.
A few more minutes and the snooze alarm inescapably resurrects
me to confront chores. I render indispensability in wishing my wife
a ‘good morning’. The Division of labour clause as cited in our
prenuptial agreement discloses my entrusted task to me: prepare
breakfast for my wife and I. With unswerving discipline, I notice
my morning Befindlichkeit (how I find myself), press Best of Santana
on my iPhone, alter my moods
and prepare fruit porridge.
After shave followed by
serenading myself with a blues
song during a lickety-split bath,
I as an EP open my wardrobe and
with a gentle yodel stare at which
shirt to wear, pants remaining the
same. After some meaningless,
unpurposeful moments, the
situation presents me with but
one class of comportment –
indifference and unmindfulness
– and using these resources, I pick
a shirt. Scissoring jumps locate
my shoes, frenetic search reveals

Too crowded
As I was in Heidegger’s inauthentic temporal ekstasis mode of
‘awaiting’ for the next train, the angry elderly lady in front of me
began to mumble. Led Zeppelin in the song Kashmir reveal ‘to
sit with elders of the gentle race, this world has seldom seen’. To
disprove that and to find
something new to do, I anglicised
my accent a little (for rapport)
and struck up a conversation.
‘Too crowded, eh!’, which, I
intuit, introduced a temporary
injunction into her exasperation
of having missed the previous
train. She indexed her neck
towards me at two rpm in anticlockwise direction and prepared
to hoist herself from a supporting
role to leading role with lengthy
and declamatory dialogues.
ME TROPOLITAN LINE :
In the next four minutes,
NOT MU CH FU N, EV EN THE FIRST TIME
immaculate and upright, in-order-
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EXISTENTIAL
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look, which I supposed must be a consequence of me having taken
in her experience of torment. I smiled back and threw in a facial
nod for good measure to conclude our relational orchestral texture.
Thirty minutes of watching others in a standing position, mute,
was repulsive and painfully inconvenient to me so I figured out
a scheme of another sort: to play chess on my iPhone. But I
could do so only by positioning my phone at my hip level. Other
characters in this ‘being-with’ enterprise kept themselves warm
by pressing their bodies against mine in a crystalline complex
molecular structure.
Norman Cousins states: ‘Death is not the greatest loss in life.
The greatest loss is what dies inside us while we live.’ My internal
organs were dying – what ho! – with the six-footer’s rear quarter
jammed against my spleen and the Johnny at my left side who
had his elbow temperamentally pummelling my kidney.
As Heidegger reminded me, ‘I was thrown into a world and
delivered over to myself.’ In the mosh pit, as an EP what could I
do but administer the same oppression to the unsuspecting
moustachioed victim attempting to survive on my right side. He,
however, seemed incredibly relaxed as he was using my body as
ready-to-hand equipment for companionship while the Dasein
adjacent to him had an expression on her face that bore equivalence
to the emotion one elicits after having consumed Kava tea: pastoral
and totally desensitised to the rush hour. She was immersed in
music and her headphones shrieked George Michael’s Christmas
plans: ‘Last Christmas I gave you my heart but the very next day
you gave it away. This year, to save me from tears, I gave it to
someone special’. How convenient, transferrable and speculative.

CONTINUED
to solicit support, using rant as a modality to accentuate the
discrepancy in the frequency of trains, she made known to me,
the consistency of her eight a.m. predicament. After my first
minute of attention to her, she allocated her full bandwidth to me
as disclosure seized her.
The next two minutes were very informative, an inspired
monologue in which I was apprised of what a low form of life
certain infrastructure agencies were. The subsequent two minutes
seemed more like minutes of the earlier two minutes as repetition
was rife. Her annoyance had begun to eliminate independent
clauses from her sentences and she swiftly replaced it with
interjections: ‘damn’, ‘darned’, ‘gosh’, ‘nuts’, ‘alas’, ‘baloney’
and ‘for heaven’s sake’.
Under normal circumstances, I would have planned my exit
strategies, but with my new skill as an EP, I could apprehend her
invariable and homogenous experiences with a little more empathy
whilst inferring that her plight deserved deeper enquiry. By
Zarathustra, I spoke, ‘You seem enraged’.
From her immediate expressions, I got the gnawing feeling I
might have raised her BP and that she may have experienced me
as a damp squib for not making vile representations myself about
missing the train. However, in the whole of the next minute, she,
at her soaring best, rediscovered her raging effervescence and
provided unfettered access to her anger using denunciating
invectives to annihilate Transport for London.
It began to consume me and lower my state of mind. To precipitate
a departure from the queue would be perilous to my fundamental
project – my nine a.m. client session – and since the future is
contingent upon the choices we make today, I decided to stay.
Aspiring to reawaken civility within me as an EP, and to stay
steadfast upon the same frame that she was presenting, I asked
her ‘What needs to happen?’ However this hermeneutic intrusion,
designed for more unconcealment, didn’t have any conceivable
purchase in her as she was more keen on disclosing to me ‘what
had already happened’ and she kept at it, which referenced to me
the immediacy of my own-most mortality that would have occurred
due to boredom.
The indicator displayed one minute for the next train and I
could feel a formation and sounds of gear-shifting inside the
people around me that invoked a queasy feeling. Dan Zahavi
says:‘Our relation to the world is so fundamental, so obvious and
natural, that we normally do not reflect upon it.’ Under the cover
of that maxim, I abandoned any further reflective thinking and
prepared for the train using a ‘here and now’ modality after gently
acknowledging the irascibility that the elderly lady had reined in.

In the whole of the next minute, she,
at her soaring best, rediscovered her
raging effervescence and provided
unfettered access to her anger using
denunciating invectives to annihilate
Transport for London
The next stop, Finchley Road, witnessed significant egress, a
copious exodus of Daseins onto the platform, a gentle clearing,
albeit for a short while. A disproportionate number of Daseins
boarded, most of them aiming for an infiltration into my personal
space and as it occurred Heidegger’s kicker enveloped me: ‘Why
are there beings at all, instead of Nothing?’
The train doors shut, and the barbarity began again. I tell you,
Being-in-the-world is just not easy. Doing this for four days a
week, peak hour, to and fro takes some doing, or is it Being?
Perhaps Being & Doing – let us not quibble.
Well then, in this whole rather barmy feature, there is no punch
line that would justify its extended build-up as I attempt a
circumstantiation of events on this blighted Monday morning.
My precise experience is light on history and facts here to save
on word count and the idea is not to mull over travel drudgery,
but the general theme is to bring about the application, discomfiture,
vexation and weariness of Dasein amidst its tube train facticity.
An instance plucked out to explicate my negotiation in life’s ontic
dimension as an EP whilst seeking ontological understanding.

All aboard
I was the last one to board and the lady expeditiously merged into
the crowd inside the train rekindling my material interest in the
world again. She eventually found a seat from where she could
savour her observation as to how people were physically reshaping
themselves to accommodate someone else’s bag, umbrella,
newspaper and tummy. From that seat she gave me a beholden

Contact Nandu at Nandumenon1@gmail.com
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THE EMPTY SEAT

P O E M

GLOAMING
BY B L A K E G R I F F I N E DWA R D S
Of will or fate
stirring of curious appetites for
tinctures of pleasure and power
smatterings of
nothing
worthy of grand intention
vanity
fractured pieces revealing pattern
collapsed into purpose
blown into love,
or only meaning
tired brother ass
doubts and dawdles and decays
and sun is scarce, or plundered
this disturbing tranquility
of dancing stars and melancholy
nudging hereafter
or can we trust that
fate must bend, in time?

Contact Blake at edwardsfamilytherapy@gmail.com

B EN SP R AY

MEANINGFULNESS REVISITED
BY D I A N A M I T C H E L L
His cancer returned in October and his surgeons told him that
he would probably not see Christmas. His three grownup children
came from the various countries they live in to celebrate their last
Christmas with him.
By the end of December he was on his own again, so Allan
(my husband) and I decided to pop over to see the New Year in
with him. Neither of us was looking forward to it… the whole
idea of celebrating with others is to wish each other a very healthy
Happy New Year when the clock strikes twelve. Added to that, it
was very upsetting to be faced with what had happened to Chris.
I had emailed him to see if he liked the idea and he certainly did!

Seeing a New Year in has never been as
uniquely meaningful as it was this year. This
experience has made me think about
meaningfulness and mull over what the
ingredients were that made this experience
deeply meaningful in an unexpected way.
We have known Chris, our next-door
neighbour for over thirty years. He lives on
his own with his terminal cancer, booze and
cigarettes. A year ago, part of his tongue and
the lymph nodes in his neck were removed. He already had other
major health problems so it was a surprise to us all that he not only
survived the ten-hour operation but that he was able to speak after
the operation. He was out of hospital in no time and he instantly
resumed his routine, which was to get on his electric bike to get
his supplies: forty cigarettes and six or eight cans of beer at five
p.m. sharp every day.

Beer cans at midnight
We turned up at twenty minutes to midnight and there he sat in
his large ancient leather chair with a large hollow in the middle.
He also sleeps in that chair facing a large TV screen wearing his
dressing gown, which is now his day and night wear.
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It’s to do with a beautiful moment evaporating even midexperience; it’s a moment that I can’t hold on to but I can look
back at and revisit my experience from afar, in a different mood
and time. Sometimes it is a moment shared with others.
Meaningful moments in therapy are no different; they can’t
be orchestrated and we can never know if anything truly
meaningful happened for our clients during or after our time
together. I’ve sometimes looked back on a session, imagining that
it was more meaningful or less meaningful than it seemed in
the moment.

CONTINUED
The only light in his smoke-filled room came from the TV. Once
my eyes adjusted to the darkness I could see that we were surrounded
by overflowing ashtrays, empty beer cans and ‘stuff’ everywhere.
As we settled down and started to talk, something emerged
that was incredibly refreshing and unexpected. I was struck that
there was not one single false note and not one forced smile.
We asked him what it was like having cancer all over his body.
He told us what was painful, adding that it was still bearable; how
the morphine worked, ‘slowly, but great’; he showed us where
new cancer lumps had appeared (here, here and there). He explained
that he hardly eats and that he relies on the beer giving him
nourishment because eating and swallowing is too difficult.
He then stood up to get some more beer and asked if it was all
right if he took his dressing gown off, which was fine by us. He
wore nothing but his briefs and looked slim and tanned with not
an ounce of fat, which made Allan very envious!
It was all so natural and relaxing. We chinked glasses at midnight
and gave each other big bear hugs. I did not say Happy New Year
but I heard him wish us a Happy New Year.
We all sat down and ignored the non-stop hysterical celebrations
coming out of the TV. We carried on where we left off; recalling
memories from all the years we had known each other until 1.30 a.m.
Every moment seemed special and to be treasured. What happened
was not something that we could have expected or orchestrated.

Fading into death
I am writing this in February while revisiting our experience
with Chris, but the sad truth is that as time has gone by the
specialness has started to fade. I wonder if the fading would not
have happened if he had died very soon after our celebration?
Maybe that moment would have been preserved with all its
meaningfulness intact.
He has been in and out of hospital three times and every time
discharging himself so that he could return to his chair, his booze
and his cigarettes. He has become more and more cranky, grumpy
and demanding, and of course his cancer is spreading at an alarming
rate. His children and friends, including us, all felt that he would
be better off in a hospice where the right kind of help would be
on hand. His living space is incredibly filthy and he hasn’t got

We asked him what it was like
having cancer all over his body.
He told us what was painful,
adding that it was still bearable

Recipe for meaning?
This was what I would call a truly meaningful experience. So
what were the ingredients that made this so meaningful?
The first thing that came to my mind was loss: knowing that
Chris’ life was about to end heightened the specialness for me.
But that is the simple accessible explanation. There were layers
of meaning all happening at once, zig-zagging back and forth
between us. That visit was full of the past and the future, my
relationship with Allan, not only our shared past with Chris.
There are so many degrees of meaningfulness and the more I
think about it the more I find it hard to imagine a life devoid of
meaning. Aren’t we all meaning-giving creatures and is that not
what also makes us all so unique: the different meaning we give
to everything as we go through our lives?
Meaningful moments often happen unexpectedly. If there was
a recipe with the basic ingredients it might go something like this:

the will to wash himself or do anything.
But what do we, as outsiders, know about what is important
and matters to him, apart from his drinking and smoking, as he
nears his death?
I can imagine that it is meaningful for him to continue to sit
in his own place that he had built following his own designs, a
place where he grew tomatoes and trained a grape vine to grow
over his outside sitting area, a place where he worked repairing
computers and listened to loud music while being completely free
to chain smoke and drink as much as he wanted to.
He told me how he hated people fussing over him and yet he
complained that no one was looking after him. He was also
frightened at times being so alone while feeling weak and vulnerable
not knowing what might happen next.
At one point Chris wanted to go into a home of some kind to
be ‘looked after’, only to discover that the grass was greener
(browner) in his grotty, familiar nest. He told us that he did not
want anyone touching his place before he died; as long as he was
alive his place was his and his alone.
I hear and read about how important it is to find meaning in our
lives. But don’t we already have meaning in our own unique illogical
way, which is often invisible and incomprehensible to others?
This experience also highlighted how I at times approach
certain events such as family gatherings, Christmas celebrations,
New Year celebrations or going to the ballet with an expectation
that it will be brimming with meaningfulness and yet I am at times
left feeling that something on a deeper level was missing.

Activate emotions, add a good spoonful of appreciation,
measure the time limit, add a cup of connection and a touch
of the spiritual (optional), add openness and wonder to suit
your taste, often accompanied with feeling grateful or lucky.
Let it be. It won’t keep and never try to freeze it.

Something emerged that was
incredibly refreshing and
unexpected. I was struck that there
was not one single false note and
not one forced smile
14
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The main event should have been the ballet and what was
happening on stage, and yet that became insignificant compared
to what we were up to in the intervals.
And sure enough, thinking back to that experience I can see
that loss had a part to play, knowing that it would not last, and
capturing and treasuring being alive and together in that moment.
It can’t get more meaningful than that.

Intervals of laughter
For example, Allan, my daughter Fiona and I recently went to see
a ballet performance at the Royal Opera House, which turned out
to be a boring and bland surface experience for the three of us.
However, in the two intervals we had the time of our lives! I can’t
remember when we laughed so much. This shared experience was
incredibly meaningful and unexpected and we all agreed that it
made the evening uniquely special.

B E Y O N D

Contact Diana at didavmitchell@gmail.com

A N A L Y S I S

HOW EXPERIENCE SHAPES US
(AND THERAPEUTIC EXPERIENCE
RESHAPES US)
BY B L A K E G R I F F I N E DWA R D S
Sigmund Freud believed we are determined
by underlying inclinations that maintain their
power by our oblivion to them. Our minds
are vast repositories of meaning. Symbols
lay dormant in the dark confines of what Carl
Jung spoke of as ‘shadow’, an aspect of our
unconscious that keeps concealed from our
awareness aspects of ourselves that we
disown, a dangerous storage whose task of
protection risks the threat of projection. The temperamental veneer
of some pompous personality may betray the fear of vulnerability
that lies within.
In my freshman year of college, I found myself on the library
floor one afternoon with the first book in hand that stood out, The
Interpretation of Dreams by Sigmund Freud. I read and read and
slept and read, toiling in Freud’s voice to find my own.
I had remembered fairly vivid dreams. I had a dream at the age
of three of lying on my back in bed and a large wolf leaping through
the window. A phantasm, it fell like a spectre through the window
without shattering the glass and into the top of my chest. I shook.
At seven, living in another town, I had a similar dream on a
new bed with a new window in which a large wildcat leapt out
from me and into the night. Always lying on my back in bed. I
wrestled to make meaning, determined that whatever power leapt
in or out of me, id would become ego. Nevertheless…
What made Freud astounding was not merely his grand schema
of the mind, with its component parts and mechanistic drives, but
also his daring to rendezvous into the dream world. We came to
fathom a kind of governing self within a fluidity of drives and
impulses, a template in the Socratic quest toward examined lives,
and also to grapple with the depth of our own mysteries. I found
myself mish-mash, an enigma to be unriddled. Yet, I wondered,

A couple of weeks prior
to meeting me, Mikey had stepped
off of a Greyhound bus from Boston,
a rebel and a runaway
is it too easy to escape courage or responsibility in real life from
a purely interpretive posture?
Some time later I found myself back on that aisle decoding
portions of a few other books by a name I was not familiar with,
Soren Kierkegaard. The books were Either/Or, Unscientific
Postscript to Philosophical Fragments, and The Concept of Anxiety.
I found in Kierkegaard, alternatively, a prefiguring of psychology’s
Third Force – Maslow, Rogers, May, Tillich, Perls, Frankl, and the
rest – whose humanistic, phenomenological and existentialist notions
constituted reactions to psychoanalysis and behaviourism. A halfcentury before Freud taught us to analyse a person, Kierkegaard
taught us how to be a person, challenging us to lean vulnerably into
our angst, taking courage for a leap that will catch us.
Kierkegaard analogised our anxieties about life as peering over
a cliff, the piercing excitement that you could fall over and plummet
to your death combined with the simultaneous terror in knowing
that you could throw yourself – fear and dread, respectively. Yet
Kierkegaard prophesied that our most common despair is in not
choosing to be oneself, that there is tragedy in a person being
‘another than himself’. He declared: ‘To will to be that self which
one truly is, is indeed the opposite of despair.’

Fear and dread
Back in my twenties, I spent a couple of years working with
homeless teens in the Seattle area, in residential treatment.
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R E ST L E S S IN SE AT TL E

HOW EXPERIENCE SHAPES US

later smelling like smoke, or we’d have to go on special missions
to find him. I got to know him, of course, and he got to know me.
I wasn’t just his therapist. I was his shelter case manager too.
Which means I’d be shooting the basketball with him and a few
other guys one minute, eating pasta and SunnyD the next, and
then meeting for a therapy session.
Mikey would sit there, slumped, looking down, swiping his
nose, glancing past where I sat in a fury of my own discomfort.
I was pretty sure he could literally see through me.
In our best moments, I would be quiet my own particular
anxieties, relax into a generalised angst and in the spaces of my
own curiosity and concern, embodied in expressions and angled
gestures, Mikey would occasionally just begin to talk with me.
He would make wisecracks about other guys in the shelter and
he’d speculate about ways to make a buck or meet a girl.
Sometimes he would tell me he was fed up with all this ‘bullshit’.
He would not define bullshit. And he’d tell me that he felt trapped,
or sad, or tired, or chilled, or hopeful, or whateva.

CONTINUED
A couple of weeks prior to meeting me, Mikey had stepped off
of a Greyhound bus from Boston, a rebel and a runaway. During
that time Mikey, coolly dispirited with both hands tucked into a
black leather jacket over a gray hooded sweatshirt, just rode along
that long haul between coasts, with little to eat.
When Mikey screeched his way into the bus station just three
blocks from the Westin on Westlake Avenue in downtown, he had
only about twenty bucks in his pocket, maybe. He hadn’t the
faintest idea of where he to go.
He was surrounded by people yet completely alone in the world
and hurting from pains inflicted onto others catalysed from the
energies of pains that had been inflicted onto his much younger
self. That afternoon – he had travelled all night – Mikey strolled
up Stewart Street in search of a miracle, and eight blocks later he
turned right on Yale and spotted a large name on the sign of a
building, the name of a local non-profit that provides, among other
things, education for homeless teens. A month later he’d be a student
there and three months later he’d have a steady job at a local grocery
store.
Mikey headed down the road, flipping his hoodie up in the
drizzle, heading downhill, as anyone in his position would have
done, down toward the waterfront, toward older buildings and a
better view of ships. That night, Mikey worked his way back to
the guise of safety, the plaza outside of Westlake Center.
Mikey didn’t realise that in the glimmer of Macy’s and
Starbuck’s he’d be fending off sexual assaults and struggling to
keep one eye open on a hard metal bench before being yelled at
by a cop who was, at least to some extent, scared like he was of
what he didn’t know to do. Mikey barely slept that night and he
barely ate. I know all this because he told me in that booming
Boston accent with all his smug ‘whatevas’.
Truth be told, I didn’t like Mikey at first. He was hesitant to
receive me into the fold at the boys’ shelter because I was the new
guy. He’d been there, what, two weeks!? And I was this new guy
that needed to be tried and tested? Whateva.
Mikey was a loner. He would disappear and reappear hours

Bounds and leaps
I felt inadequate. I had never walked a mile in Mikey’s shoes.
And I could not remember or else apply all of the theoretical
insights I had so enthusiastically learned. I sometimes found
myself jealous of those practitioners who chatted on about their
clients with apparent diagnostic precision and therapeutic
conviction. If only I knew which way was up.
One day I drove Mikey to a nearby trail. As we walked hilly
terrain through misty forest, he told me about his aunt and uncle
back home who cared so much for him. He told me about a few
close friends – one in jail, one addicted to heroin and one who
betrayed him by sleeping with his girlfriend.
As he talked, he would stop occasionally and continue
storytelling as he karaoke stepped a few paces to the left, a few
back to the right, all the while holding eye contact through a
glazed sheen of tears. We would walk further, stop again, and this
continued even beyond a brief moment in which he caught himself
in a moment of meta-awareness, chuckling as he wiped his eyes,
‘Yo Blake, I don’t know what kind of spell you’re putting on me,
bro. I’ve never shared all this…all the emotion behind all of it.
Thanks. You suck.’ He wiped his eyes. I gut laughed.
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As we walked on, Mikey directed, ‘Let’s go home boss’. We
did. Something important changed on that walk. And although I
believe it involved primarily Mikey, a shift in experiential
understanding was taking place in me as well.
I remained as odd and awkward, quirky and clunky as ever,
yet I began to loosen up a bit and lean into something of relationship,
with Mikey and with the other boys in the shelter, more vulnerably
acknowledging my own frailties,
questions and hope around how we
were going to see positive changes
take place for their lives.
Mikey got himself into some
more trouble. Joel and I infuriated
him by taking away his cigarettes. Mikey stayed up later than he
was supposed to that night debating the meaning of life and playing
video games with Christian, our night monitor.
While working toward credits through his school, Mikey was
required to keep a part-time job and he landed one at a local
grocery store, where I visited him a couple of times. That first
time I caught eyes with him from across the produce section, he
lit up. ‘Yo Sammy, get on over here! This is Blake. He’s the one
I told you is helping me.’ He introduced me to his supervisor,
whom I would speak with weeks later after Mikey was late one
too many times. He got his job back, only to quit soon after.
One day, with Mikey’s permission, I called his uncle, whom
he had told me about through a half-verbal trail of cryptic mumbles
riddled with pain. I figured he meant something to Mikey and
that, likewise, Mikey probably meant something to him.
The reality was, Mikey had to go. Shelter care for teens is a
difficult world stretched into that thin space between foster care
and homelessness, and there are rules. Mikey had already been
granted more extensions than our grants would cover, and he had
dropped out of the non-profit school’s programme upon which
our grace hinged.
When Mikey’s uncle realised what I was calling about, he
began to speak through tears and tell me of the hurt Mikey had
caused during the couple of years he and his wife had taken him
in before he ran away without notice or understanding.
After that call, I had a long and difficult conversation with
Mikey. In the midst of it, he expressed guilt, anger and fear. Yet
he did so in the space of an established relationship built on
empathy and trust.
My words were inadequate. But the words that mattered most
were the ones spoken hours later by speaker phone when Mikey’s
uncle and aunt pleaded tearfully and convincingly for Mikey to
know their unconditional love for him and to come home. At the
risk of fate and by the anchorage of grace his aunt and uncle had
offered him, he did.
Before he left us, we celebrated. When Mikey left us, he did
not leave broken-spirited and alone as he had come. He left us
with full belly laughs, playful glances, trash talking, acknowledged
regret and a clear-as-day sense of hope through the retelling of
stories and the recounting of not just memories but meaning and
gratitude and a sense of belonging. Further, he left us with a sense
of worth that would be transferable back home.

than a poor excuse for scientific experimentation.
The mechanisms of some psychotherapies undermine their
therapeutic value. If a therapist is not fully present as a warm,
accepting, genuine, caring and appropriately vulnerable person,
the power centre of therapy remains turned off.
Whatever insight may come along the way – beyond the
analytical fray – meaningful, sustainable change requires
transformative experiencing.
Analysis without encounter is
nihilistic, all the apparatus of
thought busily working in a
vacuum. It is our responsibility
to stir hope and catalyse strengths
rather than to stew history and analyse at length.
Far from data to be interpreted or even a patient to be treated,
we are heart and soul, of the same essence, both facing existential
predicament. Only in the context of authentic relationship and
therapeutic alliance can I grasp and catalyse the resources already
existing within my clients and, as it were, beyond analysis.

I felt inadequate. I had never
walked a mile in Mikey’s shoes

Contact Blake at edwardsfamilytherapy@gmail.com

THE EMPTY SEAT

Conclusion
If a psychotherapist’s technique is too technical, his efforts to
help may be worthless. Therapy in this case may be little more

PAO L A P O M P O NI
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TRAVEL NOTES FROM
BUCHAREST AND LVIV
BY M A N U BA Z Z A N O

BU B ER ’ S BA LC O NY

As the band tunes up for another set, I know it’s time to go.
The waitress – a Madonna in a modernist Annunciation painting
– steps out with the bill. Alone and far from home, I step onto a
street that echoes with the passing mirth of Sunday lovers and a
ghastly rendition of Satisfaction. Mercifully, in the parallel street,
as the sky darkens with darting swallows, I am held ever so gently
by the drone of a busker’s kobza, the Ukrainian lute.

Maryia is explaining the law of probability.
We’re at the Dzyga Center, a cul-de-sac in
Virmenska Street. A jazz combo is playing a
shrewd, sprawling tune. My index finger
keeps the tempo dreamily on a half-empty
glass of red.
‘Something is either probable or
improbable,’ Maryia is saying, ‘or impossible’.
She doesn’t stress the last word, but that’s
what I hear. And it’s making me sad.
‘Well,’ I say predictably, ‘I’m only interested in the impossible.’
I’m sounding like an undergrad. The band stops playing, and I
can’t take a cue.
‘I read a book once,’ I insist, ‘titled The Impossible.’
‘Who is it by?’ Yana asks diligently.
‘Georges Bataille’, I say, and after a pause, ‘It’s all black, with
white letters’. Maryia, Valeria and Yana smile graciously.

❧❧❧
Arthur Rimbaud is a young Romanian labourer heading back to
Bucharest on this windy day in the merry month of May. I catch
a glimpse of him in the non-priority queue at Luton airport.
❧❧❧
Pope Francis is in competition with me: our visits to Bucharest
coincide. But Georgeta, Adelina, Drago, Ozana and other colleagues
of the Romanian Association for the Person-Centred Approach
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who invited me to facilitate this weekend workshop cannot compete
with the Vatican: thirty-five participants gathered in this large
room while thousands in the streets outside are singing irrefutable
tunes to the Lord on their genteel guitars.
From the third-floor window of my hotel room, I marvel at the
young policewoman’s graceful half-pirouette next to the Romanian
and Vatican flags in the empty street outside the Ramada Majestic
Hotel as she regulates the traffic for the Pontiff’s visit. Later that
evening, droves of nuns run in the heavy rain wearing disposable
translucent rain coats like oversize condoms under mundane street
lamps as teenagers at Glastonbury.
❧❧❧
Yana escorts me to the Angels Exhibition at the Borys Voznytsky
National Art Gallery in Lviv. Among the paintings of angels we
find Jacque Blanchard’s Time Unveiling Truth: it’s all in there,
the chief blunder of all philosophers-cum-psychologists, particularly
of those who believe in the ontological peep show of aletheia
revamped by pimp supreme Heidegger.
The zealous attendant scolds us for leaning too close to The
Works. An enduring taboo is placed on desire by the work of art:
don’t touch! Yet the artist had a body, was a body. Then the artist’s
natural desire at the moment of conceiving her work gradually
gave way to an aesthetic withdrawal that made the work possible
in the first place: sublimation – never too far from repression.
That same work we are now eager to touch. We may forever
push nature away with a pitchfork; she forever returns. This is
not to say that art is only natural instinct and sensual longing,
for then we’d be stuck with bare-chested Sunday dramas on the
telly or the gastronomic aesthetic of Bayreuth, Glyndebourne
and the Proms.
Yet the sensuous (phenomenon, ‘that which appears to the
senses’) must remain in the picture. If it doesn’t, we’ll be forever
cast adrift – as with normative existential therapy – on a senseless
ocean of ‘being’:

POLI C ING A N EM PT Y STR EE T

rare occurrence that no training or technique can ever manufacture.
All one can do is make room for the guest.
Moreover, as with deep relationality and universal relatedness,
paeans to intersubjectivity in psychoanalysis (Jessica Benjamin)
and politics (Jurgen Habermas) rest on the presumption that mutual
recognition/acknowledgement in encounter is a given; it is assumed
that destruction, rupture and negation can be kept at bay; that
devastation can be endured and transcended. Assuming that this
is ever possible, Judith Butler objects, would it still be within the
realm of psyche, i.e. would it be meaningful and useful for an
emancipatory, transformative psychology and politics?

The concept of being has attained a disastrous
dominance in current aesthetics, demanding…that being
itself speaks through the work of art. And what, then,
does being say through the work? Being simply keeps
saying ‘being’ through the work.
(Adorno)
When the sensuous (the dark, multiple, unknowable body and
its fragile threshold with the concrete others and a concrete ‘world’)
is pushed out of the picture, we’ll be ensnared by the pieties and
platitudes of universal relatedness, forever intoning homilies from
the gilded letters of St. Buber.

❧❧❧
Another illustrious resident of Lviv was Leopold von SacherMasoch, who was born here when the town’s name was Lemberg,
capital of Galicia. During my talk, I suggest to a wonderful and
receptive audience of 300 Ukrainian therapists and trainees that
psychotherapy trainings would be more complete if they also
featured readings such as Venus in Furs, the novel by SacherMasoch. For there are infinite aspects to human relating.

❧❧❧
One early evening, Sasha shows us the family home of Martin
Buber in Lviv near his own home, a large balcony on the first
floor with two statues, geraniums and other red flowers gleaming
in the sweet summer air. I wonder what he’d make of contemporary
practitioners who use his writings to paint sentimental icons of
the therapeutic encounter.
So many times when marking case studies, I run into descriptions
of quasi-miraculous moments of deep relationality apparently
caused by the high degree of openness and authenticity of the
therapist. But the celebrated ‘I-Thou’ is for Buber an accident – a

Between thought and expression
Lies a lifetime
Situations arise
Because of the weather
And no kinds of love
Are better than others
(The Velvet Underground, ‘Some kinds of love’)
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TRAVEL NOTES FROM
BUCHAREST AND LVIV
CONTINUED

It was probably wrong and crude of Austrian psychiatrist
Krafft-Ebing to banalise and mythologise in his Psychopathia
Sexualis Sacher-Masoch by coining the term ‘masochism’ and
pointing at the writer as the ‘poet of masochism [himself] afflicted
with the anomaly’.
It will take another sixty years and the work of Gilles Deleuze
to re-frame Venus in Furs in terms of ‘contractual relations’ and
‘contracted alliance’, with an emphasis on ‘persuasion’ and
‘education’ all geared towards honouring mutual vows and promises
by signing a contract. Does it sound familiar?
Two features in the writings of Sacher-Masoch (writer, utopian
thinker, socialist, humanist and campaigner against anti-semitism) would
make a welcome adjunct to the mawkish sentimentality of mainstream,
attachment-driven relational therapy: (a) recognition of the contractual
and highly ritualised nature of human encounters, whether contract and
ritual are explicit or implicit; (b) acknowledgement of the intensity of
life (whose other name is affect) that rages all around the layers of
language and the worthy exertions of cognition.
C ONTR ACTUAL REL AT IO NS: SAC HER- M A S O C H

❧❧❧
On my last night in Bucharest we go to Mogosoaia, the palace and
garden ten miles outside Bucharest built by Constantin Brancoveanu,
who was killed with his entire family by the Ottomans. We talk of
Pasolini and Tarkovsky and of my favourite film of all times, Solaris,
a film that must have been conceived by the ocean.
I wonder if Tarkovsky lived by the sea when he adapted Solaris
for the screen. Out of the eternal waves the ghosts of the past
emerge enfleshed. Could the spectres of the future also emerge
incarnate within that future that awaits us on the horizon? And if
ghosts belong to the past, do spectres belong to the future?

Driving to the airport through Lviv’s sleepy streets in the rainy
summer dawn, I murmur a wordless goodbye to all animate
inanimate things, to all the living and the dead who crossed this
beautiful city’s street. They are all asleep, my dear and accidental
friends – he who so patiently and competently translated every
word I said and who told me of Tarkovsky’s first film, Ivan’s
Childhood; she with the striped red and white sailor top, the one
who danced with me, her eyes the colour of the fading day.
Do people fall in love in the Ukrainian language? I ask. Or do
they slip, slide, roll, soar or else are blown apart and transfixed
by the morning light through the departing clouds now traversed
by swifts, the never-resting, sleeping-on-the-wing, bearers of
unbearable hope and longing? Pity I can’t hear the answer in the
deafening noise.
I’m back at my table, sipping Lvivska, a venerable Vodka made
in Lviv since 1782. Sasha proposes a toast to an unknown god,
and we both know it is Dionysus Zagreus.
We sit in silence for a while, and my mind wonders: love is a
symptom, from syn (together) and piptein (to fall). Falling together?
Love and therapy as two instances of falling together? How else
can a therapist get a sense of the client’s ‘worldview’ without the
latter’s suffering and dismay rubbing on to her? Is this even
thinkable when we’re busy building walls against vicarious trauma?
And: can I trust my own musings when tipsy on Ukrainian vodka?

A spectre is haunting Europe…
Utopia, Rachel Menken tells Don Draper in Mad Men, Series
1, Episode 6, is both the good place and the place that cannot be.
No place, no logo. No Logos? From Adelina we all learn about
Go, the strategy board game she excels in. We talk and laugh and
listen until the rain comes down in sheets drowning our voices.
We seek shelter in the stone building, our voices and laughter and
warm goodbyes echoing as we pass through nights and windy
mornings through the merry and implacable change of seasons.
What is it about departures when the unexpected weight of
past and future and current joys and aches presses on our chest?
Later on Florentina says: ‘The thunderstorm is welcome, for it
means summer is around the corner.’
❧❧❧

❧❧❧

Could the spectres of the future also
emerge incarnate within that future
that awaits us on the horizon? And if
ghosts belong to the past, do
spectres belong to the future?

When we walk, we walk on the bones of the dead. When we dance,
we dance on the bones of the dead. Millions were killed in 1932
and 1933 during the Holodomor, Stalin’s Terror-Famine – his
retaliation against those who sought independence from the Soviet
Union. Ukraine suffered by far the heaviest losses.
As with the Holocaust and the Armenian genocide, the
trauma persists through generations. It would take up to five
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generations, Jeanne Bernstein says during her talk, to begin
metabolising the unfathomable pain and loss. Those memories
are inaccessible; they emerge in dreams and symptoms.
Psychotherapy across orientations has failed to address, let alone
tackle, these magnitudes of loss and displacement. A silent
collective scream echoes still through the cobbled streets and the
trendy cafes of this beautiful town.

P O E M

TO THE EGRESS
BY J A M I E WA L S H
Barnum had the words on a sign toward
the end of the sideshow, a door
to a freak so seductive the credulous
would barge through to find themselves
outside, suckered, no re-entry.
The sign didn’t fool the wary or informed.
They’d leave when their fill was had
to find the same outside as everyone found –
wheel-scored turf, a dirt siding –
and groom each other in their pride
at not being the great man’s mark.
He’d have known the doubt of the wise
is no more or less than the fool’s dismay on tick.
At the moment the hand is at the latch –
the least splinter of light at the jamb –
those who opened that door empty-handed,
certain the wonders had finally ended,
were no more or less sated with their day
than the suckers who barged eagerly through,
calling over a shoulder, They’ve an egress, by crikey –

❧❧❧
I think I had a method once. Get close to the flames, and when
you’re about to catch fire, withdraw, feel the intensity, the ‘sensual
appearance of an idea’. But my skin is charred, my wings are singed,
and I don’t know why I forswore music for inartistic psychology.
Alone in my hotel room on my last morning in Lviv, I am touched
by Ian Penman’s tribute to Prince, dying alone, in the middle of
the night, two steps away from his studio at Paisley Park. How
alongside his dazzling death-denying fantasy lived in him a thirst
for the sublime. As an example of the sublime, Penman mentions
Joni Mitchell’s own orchestral rendition of A Case of You.
You’re in my blood like holy wine
This strange, awe-inspiring song (both departure and longing)
is my own private soundtrack on the way home.

Contact Manu at manubazzano@onetel.com.
Manu will facilitate a one-day workshop for the SEA on Saturday,
8 February 2020, titled ‘Where It Was, Others Shall Be: Desire,
Otherness, and the Alien Inside’. For details of Manu’s talks and
workshops, please visit www.manubazzano.com

Contact Jamie at jamie@broodcomb.co.uk

LIVING NEXT TO MARTINUS
BY D R. A N D E RS D RA E BY

is also the final resting place of famous Danes such as Hans
Christian Andersen and Søren Kierkegaard.
Staring into the abyss, it somehow became obvious for me to
visit the grave of Kierkegaard, asking for his advice. Until then,
I had never taken any interest in Kierkegaard, but he answered
me through my daily walks to Assistens Cemetery. Thus, by
asking for the dead philosopher’s advice, I myself had chosen to
become a philosopher – in the original sense of the word, of
a person who changes his life through a search for wisdom.
However, that I also discovered Kierkegaard’s Christian philosophy
should prove only to be the beginning of my own journey
towards insight.
Soon after meeting my famous neighbour, I discovered that
another interesting teacher had been living and working on the
border with Nørrebro for almost forty years until his death in
1981. Yet, unlike Kierkegaard he had never gained fame, and he
was even characterised as the best kept public secret in Denmark.

In 2012, my life took a major turn. I made
the decision to start all over and at first, I
had no idea which direction to take.
However, guidance is often right at our
doorstep when we feel most lost. Buddha is
credited with saying that our right teachers
will appear, when we are ready for them. In
my case, these teachers showed up to be two
dead persons from my own neighbourhood.
For twelve years now, I have been living
in Nørrebro, a district in Copenhagen named after the northern
bridge to the city centre of the capital of Denmark. Nørrebro is
known for its multi-ethnic and poly-cultural society, dotted with
left-wing outposts, and for being the main site for political riots
over the past 150 years.
However, Nørrebro is not only inhabited by fire-breathing
radicals and living people from all parts of the world, because it
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LIVING NEXT TO MARTINUS

Like Kierkegaard, Martinus pictures
existence as a matter of individual
choice in the face of suffering
and despair

CONTINUED
So, who was this mysterious teacher, and how come he should
finally change my life for good, even though he had been dead
for more than thirty years?
In fact, I had been familiar with his name for many years
through a friend whose father was a priest. However, I had never
taken any interest in studying the ideas of this strange man, whose
ideas were too peculiar to my non-religious upbringing.
In contrast to Kierkegaard, whose religious thoughts I had also
declined in my youth, this man was not even an academically
recognised philosopher. He did not even have an academic degree,
having only completed primary school and trained as a dairyman.
Anyway, almost by intuition, one day I bought the first volume
of his work, The Book of Life, and began reading it. I was
overwhelmed to read these absolutely
mind-blowing visions, and for the first
time in my life, I experienced a very
deep sense of inner calm. The fundamental
message in this book was the scriptural
expression ‘Everything is very good’,
and that was the experience I got from
reading it.
The mysterious teacher was Martinus,
who was born into a poor family and
only had a very limited education. On a
spring evening in 1921, he had a profound
spiritual experience and he spent the rest
of his life writing down his new insights.
His collected works include 9000 pages,
and describe a comprehensive world
picture containing a thorough explanation
of existence.
Now from this short introduction,
most people would reject Martinus as
New Age mumbo jumbo or some cult,
and so did I for many years. However,
when I began reading The Book of Life,
I not only discovered that this mysterious man had created a
spiritual science, being complementary to natural science; his
work was also far the most logically coherent and complete
description of life that I had ever read. It by far exceeded those
works by Kant, Hegel, Heidegger and Wittgenstein, which I had
digested as a young student.
How come almost no one was familiar with this work? Probably,
because Martinus lived and worked in the most secular society
in the world. He characterised his approach as ‘intellectualised
Christianity’, integrating an understanding of reincarnation into

what seems like a spiritual science of the heart. He even dared to
name his collected work The Third Testament, following the Old
Testament and the New Testament.
Most Danish people will almost have to believe this is crazy,
for why should a new kind of Christianity be born in Denmark?
Well, why not? Kierkegaard had already given birth to existential
Christianity in Copenhagen.
Now you might ask yourself why I want to write about Martinus
in the newsletter of a Society for Existential Analysis? Because
my comparison with Kierkegaard is by no means accidental.
Admittedly, Kierkegaard was a philosopher and it is better to
characterise Martinus as a sage.
Furthermore, Kierkegaard was a seeker,
writing in a poetic language, whereas
Martinus was a finder, writing in a
scientific and logical language.
And yet, like Kierkegaard, Martinus
pictures existence as a matter of individual
choice in the face of suffering and despair.
There is only development in life to the
extent that we ourselves take responsibility
and learn from the darkest sides of
ourselves. Life should be a journey from
darkness into light, and the meaning of
life is to experience and create life itself.
Thus, suffering also has a meaning, and
this meaning is to teach us to search for
the light, becoming good at heart and
loving towards all living creatures.
However, whereas Kierkegaard
believed that death was the end of life
and perhaps the gateway to another
M ARTINU S
world, Martinus explained how our lives
continue in an endless cycle. Death is
an illusion, and ‘Everything is very good’, because we can only
keep on developing, and we will experience ever greater intelligence
and consciousness. The main goal of human life is to develop an
intuitive intelligence, giving us the ability to experience the
spiritual dimensions of life. The material world is not all there is,
and gradually we will become able to explain spiritual existence
in a way comparable to the way we explain the material world.
So, what does all this have to do with you? My decision to
read Martinus gave me an inner peace I’d never known before,
and ever since I have been meeting people who have had the exact
same experience.
Whether you want to read The Book of Life, or any other works
by Martinus, is your choice. All I can do is pass on my own
experience as a way of offering some guidance for those who
might need it. And this is what Kierkegaard thought was the sole
purpose of his own life and work, being an art of helping.

I was overwhelmed to read these
absolutely mind-blowing visions,
and for the first time in my life,
I experienced a very deep sense
of inner calm

Contact Anders at andersdraeby@gmail.com
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MAKING MEANING…
ONE STEP AT A TIME
BY AV I VA K E R E N B A R N E T T
I was so very honoured to work with Zac and humbled to see
his development. During our time together, he made some major
life decision and changed his career. He gained self-awareness
and the confidence to take risks.

I recently finished working with a client whom
I shall refer to as Zac, who was in great
distress. He was awarded six telephonecounselling sessions through his employee
assistance programme at work. My first call
with Zac was empowering for both of us.
‘I am talking to you from my bed,’ Zac
said. ‘OK that is fine,’ I replied, as he
continued to explain why.
Zac was feeling hopeless and helpless as he told me that he
had been in bed for three days. He did not have any reason to get
up. He had absolutely no desire to move. He left his bed to attend
the toilet and bring back food to eat on his bed. He had not washed
in three days, dressed in three days or spoken to anyone.
Zac did not enjoy his driving job, he lived alone and was not
close to his family. He had nothing to get out of bed for. My heart
broke for him, yet at the same time, if nothing else, I was going
to challenge his thinking!

Witnessing change
It all starts with one step.
What did I do? Honestly? Nothing. I was his witness to change,
I accepted him where he was and tried to genuinely believe that
he could change things around. I think that belief in him sunk in
and he then allowed himself to believe in himself.
As an existential psychotherapist, I believe the most
respectful way of being with my clients is exactly that – to be
with them, witness them, let them have their voice heard, without
interpretation, refraining from judgment but challenging their
world view just enough so that they can carve out some meaning
for themselves, enough meaning to get out of bed and live out
their day with purpose.

Challenging thinking

I made a connection with Zac
where he was devoid of connection

When I challenged him by asking him what he used to love before
this job, he described his love of the outdoors. He has a passion
for gardening and has not been in his garden for months. This
was due to the weather and his long work hours. I asked him to
imagine himself in the garden at the moment we were speaking
and he was able to tap into his passion once again. He felt ready
to make a change. He wanted to get back into his garden.
During that very first session he got out of bed. With me as
his wing man as we were on the phone, he got clean clothes out
of his cupboard, laid them on his bed, got food out of his freezer
and ran himself a bath. He was on the way to a new day. A new
way of being.
Zac made a change, he got out of bed and this was huge. I
invited him to see what major steps he had taken already, and he
went on to say, ‘I feel better now, I am going to have my bath,
put my clean clothes on make myself some food, and then I am
going to go out.’
Where was he going? I spoke to him about how walking around
the block, having some fresh air after three days in bed with zero
contact from the outside world felt important. He decided that he
would walk to the local town and then see where he was going to
end up. He was open to change, he was open to possibility.
How did that happen? How did Zac who was lying in bed with
not enough meaning to get up and get going turn it around so well?
How does a person make meaning? For Zac, it was one step at a
time, it was putting one foot in front of the other until he was out
of his front door, facing himself and facing the world around him.

I felt that Zac had someone on the phone who cared enough
about him to listen and follow him. I made a connection with him
where he was void of connection.
For some people purpose means winning a marathon, for some
it is being with their kids, for others it means seeing the sunset.
Everyone needs purpose. For Zac, his was to get clean, fed, get
out of bed and out of the house, and then as time went on he could
set himself higher goals and leave his unsatisfying career.
What is the process to finding meaning? Well, Zac needed
something to hold on to, he needed to visualize the prospect of
doing something he enjoyed. Some people think that pleasure is
instant. However, with parenting and gardening there is work to
be done before we can necessarily see an outcome.
As a therapist, I get to look ‘through the keyhole’ into a person’s
way of being in the world. Zac’s being-ness touched me. If I don’t
get affected by my clients, then I am a robot. I would not want a
robot therapist, would you?
Working with Zac empowered me as I felt that his vulnerability
was tangible. He trusted me, a stranger, to be with his despair and
hold his hand so he could make the next move. I was moved by
his courage to face himself, and the world that he had shut off for
three days. I saw his progress as giant steps and was quite in awe
of his dedication to change.
I write this as a tribute to Zac who in my eyes ran his own race,
won the medal and was very brave while letting me see his journey,
one step at a time.

He did not have any reason
to get up. He had absolutely
no desire to move

Contact Aviva at avivakerenbarnett613@gmail.com
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EIGHT THERAPY CLIENTS
BY E M M A JAC K S O N

We perform a dance, the same one
every week; you sit down,
and I return to the door to close it

I watch as you walk through the hallway door
I open for you. I absorb how you raise your
palms outward and in front of you, not
touching the door, allowing it to slam behind
you. I detect a sense of entitlement or
perhaps an unconscious aversion to closing
walls in on yourself? Or maybe you fear
contamination; touching an object others
have touched before you?
And I watch you as you walk into the therapy room, where
most will walk, leaving me to close the door behind them. I note
how you always close the door, delicately but purposefully. You
do not allow me to do it for you and I have learned how you look
after yourself, demanding nothing of anyone.
And you, who I see in a different and tiny therapy room. I
open the door and I enter first. You follow. There is no space for
me to close the door behind you, but you do not close it yourself.

We perform a dance, the same one every week; you sit down and
I return to the door to close it. I cannot be sure, but it seems to
me an act of anger; a refusal to do what you feel is expected of
you.
And yet I note where you sit on the two-seat sofa, in relation
to me. You do not sit on the seat furthest away; you sit directly
opposite me, in this small room. I consider how you crave intimacy
but perhaps fear and anger obfuscate your desire. And the moment
you sit down, before a word is uttered and before our eyes can
meet, you uniformly take the glass of water on the side table and
you drink from it greedily. I sense your need to take in nourishment;
it feels like a desperate suckling.
And you. In another therapy room, where there are two
armchairs; one directly opposite me, clear of the small table
holding tissues, and the other diagonally opposite, a little further
away, with the small table in-between. I note how you take this
seat; consciously or unconsciously choosing a barrier between
us, to keep me at a distance, to keep you safe. Or perhaps, to
keep me safe?

And you who pays for the session
ahead of our meeting. Who never
misses a payment

MINDS TOGETHER

providing counselling to asylum seeker and refugee
women

I cough, the coughing doesn’t stop. I take some water. It doesn’t
alleviate the tickle. And I notice how you continue to talk. I am
self-conscious about interrupting our space with this involuntary
noise, yet you seem oblivious. You keep talking. You who
confesses to forcing a show of interest in others, you who longs
to be seen and loved.
But with you, when I cough, when I have barely begun, you
stop talking. ‘Oh, are you okay? Are you unwell? Oh, I know
what that is like.’ The primacy of the other dominates. You who
never feels entitled to take up space, to have your own opinions,
to live your life as you would desire, if only you could allow your
desires to be known to you.
And you who pays for the session ahead of our meeting. Who
never misses a payment. Who must not miss a payment, who must
never inconvenience anyone. And yet you, whose payments
accumulate, whose debt increases as you repeatedly describe a
life of perpetual giving to others.
So many yous. So many windows into a plenitude of inner
worlds. The heart of therapy beats in a space far away from the
simplicity of the question ‘So how does that make you feel?’, to
which there is rarely a simple answer.

Minds Together offers one-to-one therapeutic counselling
and creative group sessions to vulnerable female asylum
seekers and refugees who have been deeply traumatised in
their countries of origin.
We are currently looking for

volunteer female psychotherapists/counsellors
to work with female asylum seekers
and refugees in both one-to-one and group settings.

Psychotherapists/counsellors will need to be qualified to
Diploma level in psychotherapy/counselling and either
be BACP or UKCP Accredited, or be working towards
accreditation.

This is a joint project of The Jewish Council for Racial
Equality (JCORE) and the Refugee Council Therapeutic
Services team who will provide regular clinical supervision.

For full details see www.jcore.org.uk/mindstogether or
call 020 8455 0896
Registered Charity: 1132666

Contact Emma at emmajackson@me.com
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SLAM YOUR HEAD AGAINST A WALL:
FIND YOUR WAY TO THERAPY
BY E L I SA B ET H M A L M

It was the 19th of September 1996. I was forty-three years old
and had taken up my studies in the philosophy of science. Our
youngest of four children was now six years old and I felt my
time to study had finally come back.
I was doing full-time work as a teacher in a small country
school and studied half-time on the side. It is easy to describe it
as a busy life, until this day in September, when life went ‘upside
down’. Jasper’s ‘border situation’ was not in my vocabulary at
this time, but when I came across it I immediately saw a connection
with my own experience.
So what happened?
The evening lesson had come to an end I had to ask our teacher
a question. When I received my answer I was in a hurry to catch
up with my colleagues who had already left the building. I ran
down a staircase and rapidly opened an iron door with my
full force. Something was wrong with the hinges (the technical
research afterwards showed this) and the door flew back and hit
me with full force.
I fell down on the floor. In my head all I could see was an
enormous universe with bright shining stars. When returning to
consciousness, my first thought was: ‘I have hit the wall’, literally
and existentially.
My colleagues helped me to the hospital. The gash above my
eye was stitched up, and due to some administrative error I was
sent home prematurely. I had suffered a heavy concussion and
bleeding behind my eye.
Three weeks later I went back to work and my class was waiting
on the yard for the school bus. Some pupils were playing handball
and suddenly I was hit in the head by a ball, exactly on the same
spot as the first hit.
This added complications to my previous concussion, with
highly negative consequences for me. Neither my first medical
doctor nor I myself understood what condition I had contracted.
I continued to treat it as a minor nuisance, no worse than a cold.

C OHEN: I WIS H THER E WA S A TR E AT Y

stories similar to mine before and took it seriously. ‘Even if we
can’t prove it with tests we trust you.’ (A blood flow measurement
did show that I had suffered a real head injury – which helped a
lot when dealing with my insurance).
During the first meeting with the team I asked ‘Will I ever be
OK again?’ The silence in the room was palpable and finally the
specialist doctor said: ‘You can become better over a period of
ten years but you will always have to live with extra sensitivity.’
This was too difficult to take in. Now I had become a patient
for the team, and for the next five years I was in their expert
hands. When those five years were up, my specialist doctor
informed me that the duration of my treatment had been the longest
of all their patients.
Unfortunately, during that same period of time, there were
more accidents to come. In spring 1997, we had a car accident
(due to a fox coming up on the road our friends drove into our
car) and I suffered a whiplash injury. My head was once more
jolted. Thankfully, the rest of the family and our friends weren’t
badly hurt, which was a blessing.
As well as the car accident, a year later
I managed a classic injury – being hit by
a rake. This long series of accidents to
my head and neck – partly due to the
debilitations following from the initial

Not the same Lisa
After one month or so I began to reflect honestly and got really
worried. My bodily feeling was very much ‘I am not the same
Lisa; I can’t do what I am used to. I can’t read, play the piano,
see friends, go to the movies…And my head hurts 24/7.’
I called a friend of mine, a psychiatrist. He understood
that this was serious business and wrote a referral to the
University Hospital in Gothenburg to check why I had strange
spots in my eye and a referral to the Outpatient Brain Injury Team
at the hospital in Borås, Sweden.
When I met the team for the first time I told them about what
had happened and all the problems that
had followed: sensitivity to sound and
light, difficulties concentrating, headaches
all the time and a continuous need to
sleep. They said that they had heard

In my head all I could see
was an enormous universe
with bright shining stars
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SLAM YOUR HEAD
AGAINST THE WALL

I saw an advertisement for a lecture about existential therapy.
Curious as I was, I went. Less than ten minutes into the lecture I
understood that these were matters concerning life as a whole,
not just a narrow professional niche. It was something in the
atmosphere, a personal touch, a sharing of personal experience
– something I thought was forbidden in the world of therapy.
During the lecture I received all the information on how to
take the ‘step two in existential psychotherapy’ at the University
of Linköping, Sweden. I applied, and was accepted! It made me
happy! Indeed, it was overwhelming!
The course started in January 2006 and I was now able to take
the train every other week to go to the University for a couple of
days. Now it was time to plan a further seventy-five hours of
personal therapy. My first eighty hours of therapy had come about
as a result of my own requests during the period as a patient.
The team at the hospital was very good in assisting me from
a perspective of what consequences and what limitations the injury
gave and in looking for the help I could get from insurance
companies and from my employer. But in their approach, there
was no space for a deeper reflection.

CONTINUED
injury – concluded with a fall, during which my right ankle was
injured. To get a handle on this somewhat absurd concatenation
of accidents, I took to referring this period in my life as the time
of ‘the door, the ball, the fox, the rake and the foot.’

Coming to acceptance
In 2000 I had a month of rehabilitation at the hospital. I was just
in an insurance process to get the right to keep part of my income
even if I could never get back to work. In my personal process I
had come to a point of acceptance, and in my diary I wrote a good
deal about the importance of giving up, accepting and letting go.
I also wrote about how much I needed to mourn what I
had lost and of the joy of ‘small’ things in life. A new team was
working with me during this month and the feedback from them
was ‘You are in too good a condition to be on full-time sick
leave. You should think about something that you can do within
your limitations.’
So from my hospital room I sent for application papers to a
two-and-a-half-year course, a ‘first step’ in psychotherapy (at the
St. Lukas Institute in Gothenburg, a psychodynamic school). I
remember some of my thoughts: ‘If it will be possible to study at
all, it can’t be full-time and I want to integrate what I have in my
experiences from life: twenty years as a teacher, my studies in
pedagogy and didactics.
In the application period I was honest about my injury and the
limitations it imposed on me. When I was accepted it felt like a
victory. The first team did not believe that I would make it. They
saw me as too stubborn, never accepting… (However, just to show

I struggled very much with the
question of whether it was still
possible for me to continue to identify
myself as a follower of Christ
This was something I missed. My identity had moved from a
constant focus on doing to much more on just being. Questions
of meaning/meaninglessness had knocked on my door since
the first hit.
A neighbour I met outside the local supermarket asked me:
‘Do you think this accident was sent from God?’, while a friend
said: ‘Was this from the Devil?’ Neither of these ideas about the
cause of my accidents did me any good. I was not interested in
determining any meaning of that kind.

I took to referring this period in my
life as the time of ‘the door, the ball,
the fox, the rake and the foot’

Crises are a part of life
Here my memories of my grandmother were of tremendous
assistance. She had wrestled with plenty of crises and losses in
her life. But she gave up the need to establish control by means
of a comprehensive answer. She bequeathed to me a sense that
crises are a part of life.
She embodied an intention to live in an open relation to God.
I chose to take my struggle also with God, more like an open
invitation in sharing. When some years ago I listened to Leonard
Cohen’s words ‘I wish there was a treaty between your love and
mine’, I made a connection to what I felt in this period. (And his
‘You want it darker’ helps me a lot when I long for a pause with
a ‘spiritual touch’.)
When I took my first classes in psychotherapy, I also had my
own personal therapy. But now, as a student in existential
psychotherapy, I wanted to go to a therapist from that particular
school to see if there was a difference.
In Sweden at this time, most of the existential therapists were
also teachers at the University course on which I was enrolled. So
when I heard about therapists in London, I decided to go there.
During three years I travelled back and forth to London (at this

how wrong they were, long after my time as a patient, I was invited
by them on a couple of occasions to come and give them feedback.
In fact this last spring I was there and gave a speech to a group
of people working with brain injuries).
The dialogue I had with myself went something like this: ‘I
want to try and see if this project of new studies is possible. If
it’s impossible I think I can take it and reconcile myself to it,
but imagine I will in fact be able to do it…I must not miss the
chance to strike out in a new direction. I have to find out. If I
look back to this juncture in some years, I must know whether it
was possible or not.’

Something called existential therapy
One day when our teacher was wrapping up the lesson and all of
us students were going to leave the room, he said: ‘Oh, I forgot to
hand out this paper. You must know that there is something called
‘existential therapy’. Back home I read the paper and felt this was
something I wanted to know more about. Even that brief introduction
to this school of therapy spoke directly to my experiences.
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‘I wish I could describe myself like that.’
I thought: ‘I can believe, but I do not know if I want to’. Once
more Cohen’s words are right on spot for me: ‘I’m sorry for the
ghost I made you be. Only one of us was real – and that was me.’
I made up my mind. ‘I want to believe!’
My life is still marked by that extra sensitivity which my doctor
had predicted. But it is not a major hindrance to a fulfilling life.
I continue to draw on the insights I have learned from existential
therapy, which has immensely enriched my life in all its dimensions.

time I did not at all hesitate to fly). My stays in the city were filled
with personal therapy, supervision, consultation and new friends.
My heart is filled with gratitude, to my close ones and everyone
else who saw possibilities, helped me and cared for me during
this period. Today I work as a therapist, supervisor and coach in
both private practice and as an employee. This is great!
Most of all my thanks go to God, a God who chose to become
incarnate. When I was a student in existential therapy, I
struggled very much with the question of whether it was still
possible for me to continue to identify myself as a follower of
Christ. When I shared this struggle with a friend, I got the answer:

Contact Elisabeth at elisabeth.malm@hotmail.com

FALLING IN LOVE
AS A PHENOMENOLOGICAL
EXPLORATION
BY D I M I T RA AT H A N A S A KO U
The past is a foreign country: they do
things differently there
L.P. Hartley, ‘The Go Between’

hour with me. How dare he? Didn’t his own chemicals tell him
to have an addiction to me?
Phenomenology is all about the phenomena as they appear,
about meeting things as they are and not as you want them to be.
So, what does this have to do with love?
When we talk about romantic love and the relationship between
the partners, there is the relationship, there is the world and there
are the interpretations and assumptions the lovers make. A partner
may think ‘to be in love means to constantly be with the other (or
others in case of polyamoury)’ while another person may think
‘to be in love means to give others some space’.
The partners might not share the same needs for intimacy,
closeness or way of relating. One might need texting and the other
might hate phones in general. One might need to share photos
conveying their love on Instagram while the other might not have
the slightest idea what an Instagram story is.
One might need sex three times a day while the other might
need it three times a week. You get it.

Falling in love can be time- and energyconsuming, something like a full-time job,
at least the way I (used to) do it. I tended to
assume people fall in love in a certain way,
but that was until I met Alex.
Then, I had to put into effect everything I was being taught as
an existential therapy trainee. Existential therapy is a broad term
as we know, and there isn’t one existential therapy, there are as
many existential therapies as there are therapists. Couldn’t we
say the same thing about relationships?
I used to believe when you’re in love you just want to be glued
to the other person and you abandon almost everything in life
(frankly, it’s the worst thing that can happen to your career)
because, even if you don’t want to, you can’t do otherwise. It’s
like there’s no space for other things, all the space is occupied by
that significant other.

Phenomenology to the rescue
How do we bridge these different needs? And, more importantly,
how do we not constantly feel let down or pressured by the others’
wants and needs not being identical to ours? Here comes
phenomenology – in terms of bracketing, description and
horizontalizing – to our rescue.
Generally speaking, we tend to have a very solid worldview
in order to feel secure, but that surely shrinks our connection and
openness to others’ worlds and their meaning. So, let’s shift to
the concept of love. Not everything is a black-and-white scenario
where someone’s actions mean either this or that, there are a lot
of grey zones and a lot of different interpretations (except from
when it comes to violence, that isn’t ever an acceptable behaviour
and assumptions have no space here).

Catastrophic relating
Now that I come to think of it, this seems like a slightly catastrophic
way of relating, but a lot of people tend to connect falling in love
with being (mentally, hopefully) consumed by another person.
When I speak of love in this way, I’m actually describing the
first months of falling in love and not the love that comes after a
long-time relationship. In Greece, we call this phase Eros, like
the Greek god for romantic love. Eros is characterised by a feeling
of romantic desire for the other person and it resembles an actual
crazy-like situation, as the chemicals in your brain begin to flow.
Imagine my surprise after Alex told me he was deeply in love
with me, but at the same time he didn’t need to spend every waking
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FALLING IN LOVE AS A
PHENOMENOLOGICAL
EXPLORATION

Similarly, we could also ask for more description in our romantic
liaisons when things get difficult. Of course, it’s only then that
we need phenomenology to help us, because when everything
runs smoothly, you don’t need new ways to help you be with
another and tricks to not get angry, things just flow and you are
super content. I’m talking about the other times, the times they
don’t call, the times they don’t want to come somewhere with
you, the times you’re jealous – you know, the frustrating times.
As for horizontalization, I don’t see how that could work
well in a relationship. I think you only get to experience the
above two if you actually prioritise your openness and will to
explore other people in depth, it’s only if you do that then the
whole thing will work.

CONTINUED
Imagine you’re in your private practice and a new client is
coming over. If you know the reason for their visit, i.e., they’ve
broken up, you might expect to see them looking a certain way.
But they might surprise you.
That could also happen in love, if you’re open to the other’s
worldview and bracket your assumptions. Of course, that is a
stance that takes courage and doesn’t always come easily, but I
think it’s worth the effort if you look at the results. Not that you’ll
always like what you see but, anyway, you might be surprised!
And definitely more present!
Of course, we could never be free of assumptions and that isn’t
the point. The point is to try to meet the others as they appear and
not try to fit them into our own assumptions of them or our own
ideas of what love should and could be.
Description will allow us to stay in touch with our experience
and not our ideas. Like when someone in our practice might say
‘I’m afraid of cars’, instead of assuming what this means, we would
ask them to describe this.

A way of living
All in all, phenomenological enquiry is about asking questions
and trying to meet things as they appear. I think it’s a way of
living, not just a therapy technique/skill. And in that way, you
can apply it in your relationships too.
So, if a client came in your office and said, ‘I love Mary’, you
would ask what they mean, how is this love being expressed, how
does the client experience love mentally and physically. You
wouldn’t assume. You would ask. You would explore.
Imagine if you took this practice to your own relationships.
Imagine the effect it would have. Like when you go to a foreign
country you don’t just assume what people do there, you take a
deep dive into their culture to find out more – this is the way
relationships could be.
Because the Other, a lot of times, is like a foreign country.
They don’t do everything like you do, nor should they. When you
travel, you want to experience different things and see how things
are being done there. What if we had this exploratory mood in
our relationships too? I believe it would make wonders.
Phenomenological practice is first and foremost this, a practice.
It doesn’t come flowingly; you have to want to apply it and you
have to remind yourself to apply it constantly. That’s how you
learn to do it in therapy, your first instinct isn’t to approach your
client unknowingly.
Your first instincts aren’t necessarily bad, but to be a therapist
who uses phenomenological enquiry takes a whole four-year
programme of training. So, it’s about will and discipline. And if
you’ve learnt to be phenomenological in therapy, why not be in
the rest of your life too? Chances are your relationships will be
better because of that. You won’t assume that everything has a
preconceived meaning attached to it.
As Simone Lee explained in her presentation at the first
Wo r l d C o n g r e s s f o r E x i s t e n t i a l T h e r a p y i n L o n d o n :
‘Phenomenological practice is a discipline. Ask yourself: “What
are the phenomena?”, “What assumptions am I making?”, “What
constructs do I take for granted?”, “What values and meaning are
being revealed?”’
These questions can easily be applied to romantic love, along
with the concept of freedom that you and the others have. It’s
easy to forget about that when you’re deeply in love but I certainly
believe this is the time to remind yourself strenuously.
Phenomenology, freedom and a good old leap of faith: I think
these could be a great ‘prescription’ for all our relationships.

SEA DIALOGUES
We are proud to announce the
publication of the first of a series
of SEA Existential Dialogues
Dialogues on
the Search
for Meaning
in Existential
Therapy
by Ernesto Spinelli &
Gianfranco Buffardi
Now available on Amazon and Kindle

Read it • Review it • Write it
This project is open to all Existential Therapists who are
willing to engage in a dialogue about the theory and
practice of Existential Therapy
For more information contact chair@existentialanalysis.org.uk

Contact Dimitra at dhmath@live.com
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SEA BOOKSHELF
SOUL MULTIPLICITY
BY H U G H K N O P F
All things turn to fire, and fire exhausted,
turns back into things
Heraclitus

We are invited to Dionysian myth as the painful
dismemberment of the (atomistic) self as ‘the
tragic joy of existence’s inherent multiplicity’
and the transformational rather than redemptive
power of suffering in Christian faith or rational
or metaphysical promise of happiness in a
world beyond this valley of tears, of traditional
ontology, ‘latent in science’.
We are invited to an active, vital, naturalistic
appreciation of life and to re-cognise human
consciousness, to which we have given cultural
primacy as a reactive force – its origins in the
necessary adaptations of a weak animal to
survival, but which ‘is in a servile position in
relation to the body…is an aspect of the
instinctual life’. We are invited to the changing
forces of the body and of the world rather than
hold to any hopes of an end to suffering in
essentialised ‘truth’. We are invited to abandon
hopes of achieving ‘the self-actualisation’, of
the ‘unveiling of authentic Being’ or ‘making
the unconscious conscious’ of humanism, existential-phenomenology
and psychoanalysis respectively.
We are invited to consider the nihilistic spirit of revenge
(ressentiment) and rational/religious/scientific ways of seeking
to justify, amend and redeem ephemeral life. We are invited to
consider the human organism and the world as a ‘dynamic flux
of becoming’ and our experience of ‘static being’ as ‘distinct
entities brought forth by temporary condensations and contractions
of forces and materials’ providing ‘an illusion of transcendence’.
We are invited to consider the disordered, unruly and wild forces
of the human organism, most evident to us in life as feelings, as
preceding any ‘apparent crystallisation as objects and subjects of
our ordinary perception’.
Put in the grammar of being, what we are or seem to be (or as
we might glance at ourselves captured in a mirror perhaps),
enshrined in the language of identity, of ‘self’ and ‘other’, ‘things’
has been/is/will be nothing more than these ‘temporary
condensations and contractions of forces and materials’.
‘Existence precedes essence’ as Sartre put it, although as this
book in its entirety testifies, it is quite one thing to know this and
quite another to be alive to this in our daily lives and in our world.
It is quite one thing to read that ‘life is both innocent and fair’
but quite another to live life creatively as innocent and fair in a
culture infused with metaphysical and rational fear and resentment
towards the uncertainty and impermanence of life.
We are invited to the play of forces, tensions and affects of the
human organism, most evident to us in life as feelings, as preceding
any ‘apparent crystallisation as objects and subjects of our ordinary

The book Nietzsche and Psychotherapy by
Manu Bazzano (Routledge, 2019) invites us
to boldly take up Nietzsche’s challenge and
‘stand firmly on the side of becoming against
the entire canon of Western philosophy that
has…posited the primacy of being’. We are
invited to see through and devalue passive
nihilistic hopes of ‘aim’, ‘unity’ and ‘the truth
of being’, of rationalism and metaphysical
longing of religious and secular forms, and
turn to active nihilism and ‘uphold and
celebrate the world’.
Beginning with richly worked Nietzschean
references to Greek Mythology (and the gods
Dionysus and Apollo), we are invited to found
our thinking upon Heraclitus (he of the ‘You
never enter the same river twice’) rather than
the idealism of Plato and ‘uncontrolled rationalism’ of Socrates,
and a philosophical tradition that demonstrates ‘a profound mistrust
in the intelligence of the emotions and the passions as a whole,
a fear of being taken over by them, and a clinging to reason as a
last resort’.
We are invited to consider Judaeo-Christian morality as promise
of our suffering to be redeemed or ‘compensated’ (with a ‘happy
ending’) once we have regained the wisdom of the substantial,
unified self through confession and eventual acceptance of the
moral truth of God, dictated to us by the priest.
We are invited to consider the dialectical struggle for ‘truth’
of the philosophical tradition, initiated by Socratian rationalism
and exemplified by Hegelian dialectics. We are invited to consider
metaphysical hopes of unveiling the truth of ‘Being’ of the
philosophical tradition and the ‘onto-theology’ of Martin Heidegger.
We are invited to the counter-tradition and to imagine the forces,
drives, instincts and passions of the human organism, exposed to
otherness, to difference, as being at constant conflict and struggle
in the creation of values and gain a glimpse of the tragic as beings
‘plunged into the world’. We are invited to set aside our culturally
embedded faith that the world has its equivalent in thought, of any
‘truths’ to human existence and the static evaluations of consciousness
which ‘divest(s) existence of its rich ambiguity’.
We are invited to consider moral systems that ‘turn humans into
the only animals…capable of turning against their own nature’, to
deconstruct such systems and attend to the ethical demands of the
immanent, or that which arises in creating our daily lives. We are
invited to ‘a refusal to settle with a unitary notion of the subject’.
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We are boldly invited to create a playful and experimental
psychology of the human viewed not as a substantial ‘subject’ or
‘self’, but as an interpretive, evaluative faculty, a ‘dividual self’,
a multiplicity ‘that is not one but many’. We are invited to consider
the other, as one who ‘interrupts my project’ (Levinas) is never
‘knowable’ but also that we do not ‘know’ ourselves, that we are
‘not individual but dividual’.
We are invited to the immense (perhaps impossible?) but
potentially exhilarating task of creating a playful, creative and
experimental psychology in the healing of the labyrinthine psyche.

CONTINUED
perception’. We are invited to our disordered and unruly passions
and to ‘welcome emotions as linked to intensity, as a gateway to
to the neutral domain of affect’. We are thus invited to the ‘neutral
dimension of affect that we must contend with in constructive
and life affirming ways’ and ‘welcome this intensity, learn from
it’, learn from our suffering.
We are boldly invited to consider a tragic rather than metaphysical,
rational or positivistic perspective in psychology and life-denigrating
static evaluations of life. We are invited to a psychology that would
attend to our despairs and joys, to life’s full dynamic flux and the
emergent, changing phenomena of our experience and immanent
experience ‘gleaming at the edge of consciousness’ – a psychology
challenging the ‘hubristic reductionism and positivism’ that believes
reactive consciousness, servile to this dynamic flux and change of
the plural human organism and plural world has captured any
‘essence’ of what we or the other or as ‘thing’ ‘is’ or ‘are’.
We are invited to recognise the human organism not as an
‘atomistic self’ and to the creation of a psychology of the life
force as ‘what we essentially are’. We are invited to a non-essential,
non-substantive notion of human (and world) multiplicity in place
of any ‘true’, solid, ‘actualised’ or ‘authentic self’ to be unveiled,
discovered, achieved or found.
We are thus invited to challenge the notion of ‘free will’ and
consider that self/doer/subject is, ‘like consciousness, an
afterthought, an arrogant seal of ownership’. We are thus invited
to the ‘self’ (and all other ‘things’) as nothing but ‘the sum of
their actions and passions’ and not any fixed or substantive entities
to be weighed up, measured and evaluated empirically for the
benefit of psychology and our nihilistic culture.
We are invited as psychologists to the ‘perspectivism’ of
Nietzsche and the groundless multiplicity of the human organism.
We are invited to see through our inculturated nihilism and give
greater emphasis to the active and expansive, ‘life-affirming’
forces that exist alongside the individual, social and political
reactive forces of adaptation and survival of ourselves, our clients,
our culture, our world.
We are invited as psychologists to consider the atomistic ‘self’,
as sealing anxious, moralistic desires for ‘self-preservation’, for
certainty in the uncertainty of our lives and our world. Whilst not

We are thus invited to challenge
the notion of ‘free will’ and consider
that self/doer/subject is,
‘like consciousness, an afterthought,
an arrogant seal of ownership’
We are invited towards cresting a psychology (and, dare we hope
it a culture) in service of the active, life-expanding forces that do
not crave certainty but will,
facilitate the coming into being of the human as
dissonance. i.e. as a vibrant point of convergence
where the uncertainties of life do not have to
be resolved, but are allowed to be experienced.
(p.133)
We are invited to create a psychology of the creative will
and ‘the will to truth’ of the philosophical tradition to be
revealed as ‘a will to overcome that has itself no end’ and turn
nihilistic ‘poison into remedy’. We are invited to view the
multiplicity of self and world and a psychology that sees the task
of psychotherapy as:

self development, to develop herself into that which
she is and not as in education…to be made into
a good citizen, who accepts the general ideals
without contradiction and has no will of her own.
(p.83)
Attending ‘The Mask and the Labyrinth’ workshops with Manu
Bazzano, I remember myself as painfully ‘self-conscious’, prone
to wild, creative but insensitive outbursts, especially in groups.
As a kid in school I was much the same. I prized my creative
writing and performance skills before – overwhelmed, angry,
frightened, embarassed and resentful about school life – I settled
for the theatricalities of being a class clown and a chaotic, largely
uncreative (and academically unfruitful) relationship with science
and later with ‘mental health’.
At the end of our meetings in Harley Street (which did not
elicit the anger and outbursts of my youth, curiously) I handed
Manu a poem I had written, too frightened and embarassed to
sing it to the group as I had imagined I might. It was a dreamedup interpretation of a section of the poetry of Artur Rimbaud.
Returning to it now I remember these lines:

We are invited to consider
the disordered, unruly and wild
forces of the human organism
neglecting values of ‘social and political responsibility…solidarity,
compassion’ and seeking to deconstruct our culture out of any
‘fashionable appetite for destruction’, we are invited to see through
the nihilism of our times and to dream, to imagine transformation
for ourselves, our clients and for our world.
We are invited to a Nietzsche-inspired psychology that would
set aside rational and metaphysical pretensions and hopes and all
‘scientific certainties and moral prejudices’. We are invited to set
aside our need to ‘justify’ ‘redeem’ or ‘amend’ life, to find aim
or unity in this world or create another world beyond it to do so.

Je suis le saint, en prière sur la terrasse, — comme
les bêtes pacifiques paissent jusqu’à la mer de
Palestine.
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I am all God’s holy love, gazing at this infinite
sky, burning with desires unsatisfied I return
to my empty room.

and painful separation. It was, I feel now, some small, tentative
effort to create a future for myself that might change my past.
Nietzsche and Psychotherapy is a poetically condensed,
frightening and exhilarating book, without systems of any kind
and filled with an open, persuasive and poetic grace. It reads to
me like a great novel and evokes both mighty fear and mighty
wonder. It is, to paraphrase Nietzsche himself, a book of ‘mighty
dynamism’! Highly recommended!

Open to endless interpretations, my words seem to me now
reflective of an encounter with my own nihilistic hopes and my
painful desires for transformation. Handing them over was in one
way a gesture of thanks towards a man I’ve met a few times and
along the way admit to projecting various fantasies onto as ‘other’.
The gift of the poem was a gesture of thanks but also a first
few painful, anxious steps towards transformation and my becoming

Contact Hugh at hughknopf@rocketmail.com

FROM PRIVATE EAR
TO PRIVATE EYE
E R N E S T O S P I N E L L I ’ S ‘ K I L L E R D I L L E R O F A T H R I L L E R ’ N OV E L , S C O R P I O ’ S
CHILDREN, HAS BEEN PUBLISHED, AND DIANA MITCHELL SEARCHES OUT
THE CLUES WITH ERNESTO
Diana: Ernesto, your novel came out in March this year and
has been attracting some rave reviews on Amazon. It’s
beautifully written. A fast-moving ride, with an undercurrent
of dry humour that made me laugh out loud at times.
And it’s full of wonderful dialogue that pulled me into
the story and into the different characters in a very visual,
cinematic way: in the way that reminded me of an
Elmore Leonard thriller where the characters come to life via
their dialogue.
Ernesto: Thanks for the kind words, Diana. Yes, the link with
Elmore Leonard makes a lot of sense to me. The novels of his
that I’ve read showed me how much could be expressed simply
via dialogue. I’m learning to pare things down to what is necessary.
I still have a long way to go.
As to the parallel with film…Well, as a youngster, the films I
loved most of all were those dialogue-focused Nouvelle Vague
films. I’ve been writing novels and short stories in that dialoguefocused vein pretty much throughout the whole of my adult life.
Scorpio’s Children is certainly not the first novel I’ve written.
But I decided that I wanted my first published attempt to be a
private eye novel – and the first in a series – given that I’ve spent
so much of my life being a ‘private ear’.

to kidnap Bergman’s errant daughter who has recently joined this
cult calling itself Scorpio’s Children. Desmond reluctantly agrees
to do so and, as a result, all sorts of destructive forces – including
various murders – are let loose. That’s the bare bones of it.
I am a fussy reader of thrillers. The writing has to be realistic,
witty, vulgar, violent, have believable sex scenes. I must feel
constantly puzzled and surprised by it. It’s also got to be very
psychological with insightful views and the relationships in it
must be messy and full of contradictions brought about by
imperfect characters. Your novel, for me, ticked all of those
boxes.
Thanks, again. Both my wife and I devour thrillers. But I find
that the ones I enjoy most fall into what’s called the ‘hard-boiled’
sub-genre. In other words, the ones that owe so much –
and continue to steal so much – from Dashiell Hammett and
Raymond Chandler and Ross MacDonald (who, by the by, was
also a clinical psychologist). Most of these involve a private eye
of one sort or another who stands on the periphery between ‘the
overground’ and ‘the underground’, not entirely fitting in with
either, nor approved by either, but, because of it, is able to ‘see’
more – or at least, differently – than either.
The links with therapy aren’t too difficult to make. And, from
a writer’s standpoint, these characters are fun to write. Not least
because they speak out loud all sorts of things that therapists
wouldn’t ever dare say to their clients.

I could tell that you have been writing stories for many years.
No way does this read like a first novel. I think it deserves
recognition. I wonder if you could provide a brief sort of resume
as to what it’s about – without
giving anything important away?
No spoilers, right? Okay. Well, it’s
set in a fictional mid-Western city,
Jefferson City, in the United States
in 1980. Mark Desmond, the private
e y e , i s h i r e d b y J e ff e r s o n ’s
wealthiest citizen, Jacob Bergman,

These characters are fun to write.
Not least because they speak out
loud all sorts of things that
therapists wouldn’t ever dare
say to their clients

That sense of not fitting in is
something that, for me, was so
attractive about existential thinkers.
My feeling was that most of the
characters in this book don’t fit in.
Yes, I think you’re right about that.
All of the main characters are ill at
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CONTINUED
ease with the way of the world. Some see salvation through
Scorpio. Others just keep doing what they can do. It’s that periphery
again. Like you, I feel an existential spirit in that stance.
For me, a lot of the richness of the story lies in the fact that
so much of it clearly comes either directly from your own
experience or from a genuine interest in the issues it raises.
Thanks to it, for instance, I have learnt so much about cults
from a psychological point of view. I’m with Mark Desmond
with his distaste for guru types.
Some of it does come from direct experience. I worked with a
small group of researchers in the late seventies and early eighties
exploring different sorts of cults and ‘new religions’ that were
springing up during those years. I got particularly interested in
the origins of the idea of ‘brainwashing’ and the limitations of
such terminology. Like you, I have a strong distaste for ‘guru
types’. Be they cult leaders or self-proclaimed ‘leaders’ in any
arena, not least psychology and psychotherapy.
But I’ll tell you something: the distaste comes as much from
my own personal tendencies as well as what I may have observed
in others. Way, way back in the late sixties, I got involved with
this ‘alternative group’ and, somehow, they got it into their addled
heads that I was destined to be the one to lead them – and the
world eventually, of course – into some great new set of possibilities.
My ego nearly let me fall for it but, thankfully, I wasn’t that dumb.
The experience stayed with me, and I’ve been suspicious ever
since – of myself as much as anyone else – of any expressions of
desire to lead anyone or anything. I’m not against leadership itself;
what frightens me are those who want to be – and to be seen as
being – leaders. Scorpio was good to write about as he definitely
wallows in that leader dream.

lone private investigator sitting in a bar drinking and smoking,
mostly with a string of failed relationships behind him. He’s
also a vegetarian, drinks fruit juice and – what really made
me laugh – he takes his clothes to the laundrette!
Yeah. Desmond was the trickiest character to write because I
had to imagine so much that isn’t my direct experience. I had
to take various characteristics from a whole variety of people –
mainly friends – and see if I could create a character that
could ‘embody’ those various lifestyle decisions. Without giving
much away, Desmond is someone who has actively attempted to
re-create himself. So that sense of extremes in his person made
sense to me.

What really got me thinking was the whole notion of
brainwashing. I really liked your unpicking of this term, and
your pointing out that it is never a one-way act, that it’s not
just something that’s done to a person, that the ‘victim’ played
no part in what had happened.
Along those same lines, I liked Scorpio’s spiel about
responsibly and choice – how the cult members were not sad,
feeble, reactive creatures but proactive as well, and always
choosing to be followers.
Yes, brainwashing is a much-overused word. And it pretends
to explain something when, in fact, it actually offers very little
in terms of explanation. What it does do, of course, is permit
people to abdicate themselves from any sort of responsibility. ‘I
was brainwashed’ absolves you from your ‘brainwashed’ thoughts
and behaviours. Which is convenient not only to the ‘brainwashed’
individual, but also to the society s/he inhabits.
Just prior to the novel’s foreword, I put in a note about cults. Part
of it states that: ‘cults are created not only by their leaders and
followers, but also by the culture from which they arise. We are, all
of us, directly responsible for their existence.’ I stand by that.

Yes, re-creating identities came across as one of the themes
for me. I guess it’s something we all do.
Again, without giving away anything plot-wise, the issue of
identity is what I started with. I have some personal sense of this
having moved about in the world by way of Italy-Canada-UK in
the early part of my life. Each time, a new ‘version’ of me was
created both by circumstance and will. I accessed that experience
and put my characters into it to see who they came out as being.
Anyway, one of the consequences that I’ve found of plasticising
identity is that while there are various advantages, one big
disadvantage is that there’s a sort of perpetual groundlessness in
your life. You don’t have roots, nor a sense of belonging (as Greg
Madison has put it).
Hopefully, that’s there in the characters as well. In different
ways, pretty much all of the characters are playing around with
their identities. But such acts have consequences. And not always
desired ones.

Let’s turn to Mark Desmond, the imperfect hero of the tale.
Desmond is a pothead, which I suppose is your version of the
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I have a sort of ‘tricky’ question about Desmond. That I actually
‘know’ the author of a novel I’ve read is a first for me! I simply
can’t un-know that I know you! And, as the novel is written in
the first person, I can’t help seeing you in the main character.
So, for instance, like you, he would never wear a tie, no way!
Ah! Here we disagree. I don’t see much of me in Desmond. Maybe
what you see is the ‘public Ernesto’ and, in that way, Desmond’s
attitude and way of thinking things through might bear some
similarities. But I never set out to make him a sort of ‘alter ego’.
As to tie-wearing…I have been known to do so.

and let live’ vibe of the late sixties and early seventies started to
shift into that more judgmental and restrictive attitude that, to me
at least, feels so dominant today.
We like to see ourselves as being so much ‘freer’ today than
forty years ago. Obviously, in some ways – mainly regarding
gender and sexuality – that is true. But once you start scratching
away at how ‘free’ we are in the ways in which we engage with
one another – socially, politically, economically, culturally – I
tend to see more of an erosion of that ‘live and let live’ stance. I
tried to make this concern something in the ‘atmosphere’ of the
novel. Like the back-cover blurb states: ‘It’s 1980. Everything’s
different. Nothing has changed.’

Well Ernesto, you might not see some similarities, but I do.
Still, I accept that Mark’s not completely based on the Ernesto
I imagine I know. For instance, I loved the swearing and bad
language not so much for itself but that it was coming from
you, a person I have never (yet) heard swearing.
This feels like a challenge in that I should suddenly start cussing
right here and now. Actually, I do swear quite a lot but I also get
bored with the oft-repeated swear words. I wish our swearing was
a bit more creative.

The one part of the novel that I was left feeling unsure about
reminded me of an Agatha Christie ending where all the main
characters are gathered together and your PI is in the know,
but not the reader.
I sympathise. Endings are tough. The ‘drawing room solution’ is
another ‘stand-by’ in the genre. I thought of ways to avoid it, but
really couldn’t.
The only thing I would say as counter-point is that everything
that Desmond has figured out is something that the reader could
have done as well. I’ve read too many such novels where I felt
cheated that something brand new was thrown into the mix at a
crucial point.
Besides, one of the things I like so much about hard-boiled
private eye novels is that the solution to the puzzle isn’t the main
reason for reading such things. Of
course, some sort of solution is
required but it’s been the journey
more than the destination arrival that
made the reading so memorable and
enjoyable. Again, the parallels with
existential thought are plain.

A major way that Mark’s character development comes across
is through his relationship with Scorpio, the charismatic cult
Master. Mark reluctantly can see that he and Scorpio are also
alike in some ways. I love this ‘hate figure’ doubling as an ‘a
bit like me’ figure.
Again, without giving much away, the theme of hero and villain
resonating with one another is a classic
‘trope’ in detective fiction. I wanted
to honour that – and play with it as
well.

One of the things I like so much
about hard-boiled private eye
novels is that the solution
to the puzzle isn’t the main
reason for reading such things

Scorpio is quite existential when
it comes to his understanding of
choices, responsibility, freedom
and uncertainty.
I had fun with that. There is always a ‘dark side’ to any attempt
at liberation. And, for me, liberation is what underpins existential
thought. But we’ve tended to overemphasise a positive spin
on liberation and, as well, made it too subject/individually
focused, rather than really considering the price demanded of
relational liberation.
I know that a lot of people baulk at the existential claim that
each being is responsible to and for all of being. They don’t want
that sort of responsibility. Scorpio plays both sides of the argument
and enjoys doing so. But that’s what makes him so dangerous. Just
like existential thought can be – though, obviously, need not be. If
it’s a clue, I kept thinking of Heidegger when writing out Scorpio.

Yes, this definitely comes through.
The ‘in-between’ is the important thing. One important instance
of that is Mark’s relationship with his lover.
I don’t want to spoil that particular journey for new readers
but it was so full of fear of loss and a yearning for closeness.
I found it very touching at times. The way their relationship
is depicted shows them to be very much ‘equals’. who have a
very deep and mature respect for each other, as well as an
acceptance of their different views – which frustrates the hell
out of both of them. That is so unusual to find in crime novels.
Mark’s lover is, to me, the most sympathetic character in the
novel. I hope I did some justice to the character.
You did. And to all of the characters. Especially, Mark. He’s
such a believable character and basically a melancholy, sensitive
and a wise guy (in more ways than one) who is not overly
satisfied with his life or himself.
Thank you. He’s still on a journey. I’ve started writing the second
one in the series, which is set in 1987/1988. I’m figuring out new
ways to get him beaten up but still end up standing.

All the way through the novel there is a ‘live and let live’ vibe.
What people do sexually and who they do it with as consenting
adults is fine. Very refreshing, that.
Yes…Until you start murdering people. But, you’re right.
First off, I wanted to get back to the ‘feel’ of 1980 (which is
when the novel is set). In so many ways, that time set the scene
for where we find ourselves, individually and as a society, today.
At the same time, that ‘feel’ is really alien to current times where
we have become so strident in asserting what is the right way to
be and so forth. I took 1980 as that fulcrum point where the ‘live

Contact Ernesto at esa@plexworld.com. Scorpio’s Children is
available as either a paperback or ebook via Amazon, Lulu and
many of the larger booksellers.
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NEWS AND NOTES
SPINELLI BPS AWARD FOR
DISTINGUISHED CONTRIBUTION
On Valentine’s Day, 14 February, this
year, I received an email from the British
Psychological Society (BPS) informing
me that I was a recipient of the Society’s
Award for Distinguished Contribution to
Practice. Love letters like that don’t come
all that often.
I am very grateful for the efforts made
and time taken by Dr Zack Eleftheriadou,
Dr Manya Merodoulaki and Professor
Mick Cooper in putting forward my
nomination.
In my reply, thanking the BPS Award
Committee for this honour, I wrote that
although it was a personal award, I saw
it very much as the BP’’s acknowledgment
of existential phenomenology as applied
to therapy and qualitative research. In this
way, it is my hope that all members of the
SEA will see it as being very much our
achievement.

ERNE STO SPINELLI RECEIV E S BPS AWARD

Contact Ernesto at esa@plexworld.com

S E A CALENDA R OF EVEN TS
Group Supervision

with Karen Weixel-Dixon: on Couples
Therapy
October 19, 2019 • 9 a.m.
❧❧❧

SEA Conference 2019

November 9, 2019 • 9 a.m.
❧❧❧

Group Supervision

with Emmy Van Deurzen
December 1, 2019 • 2 p.m.
❧❧❧

Where It Was, Others Shall Be:
Desire, Otherness, and the Alien
inside
February 8, 2020 • 10 a.m.

SEA Film Club

BEAU TRAVAIL by C. Denis (1999)
November 30, 2019 • 5.30 p.m.
More details and tickets on the SEA website • www.existentialanalysis.org.uk

CALL FOR
VOLUNTEERS
The SEA is looking for
volunteers to join the Executive
Committee. We need help with
publicity, web editing,
organising events and
secretarial tasks. Volunteers can
choose to do as much or as little
as they wish and will be part of
a dynamic, creative and exciting
team.
Write to chair@
existentialanalysis.org.uk for
more details
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DAVID COTTERRELL STUDIO VISIT
BY M O N I A B R I Z Z I A N D OT H E RS

On Sunday 16 June we visited the studio
of artist David Cotterrell as part of
Creativity and Wellbeing Week 2019, a
national festival organised by the Culture,
Health and Wellbeing Alliance with the
London Arts in Health Forum. Here is
a mosaic rendition of the responses that
the event provoked for the participants.
It is hoped that it might highlight the
value of art to psychotherapy, and
invigorate psychotherapy’s commitment
to engaging with the arts.

experience, and a discussion after, all
most thought-provoking and deeply felt.
Marion Steel
❧❧❧
How does the artistic object make us feel?
What do we see? How do we see it? What
do we think? How does it affect us? How
slow do we forget it or how often do we
reminisce it? Questions that by answering
them lead us to a more in-depth
understanding of ourselves.
And on the other side, there is the
artist who serves his life’s narrative
purpose guided by his driving forces. In
this case, in the words of the artist‚ to
become ‘resilient’ and to have ‘lived’,
that perhaps attest a desire to keep
growing and a built-in need to be noticed,
acknowledged, and respected. Sounds
like art is a game that everyone wins.
Patapia Tzotzoli
❧❧❧

We were guided into an exploration of
ways of seeing. What did we see?
We saw Rwandan actors talking to
camera of their experience – in fact one
talking, one listening – it was scripted,
but this would not be known until the
second set of actors began when it became
apparent the dialogue was repeated.
We did not know if the person speaking
was the child of a perpetrator or victim.
But we witnessed a felt experience of
what the words might mean. The
expressions on the faces of the actors – I
still see them…
Then, up on the screen, a theatre opened
up before us – it was a surgical theatre – a
photograph taken in Helmand, in
Afghanistan. The doctors, as if
choreographed, the lighting, the colours –
appeared before us like a painting by an old
master, a Caravaggio, perhaps, presenting
to us a human drama of suffering, yet with
a strange and concentrated beauty.
We all saw this, but I am sure we saw
different things. Thank you for a stirring

Through his work, David pools the invisible
strands of sense and emotion often lost,
forgotten or misunderstood, and renders
them in ways we can see. ‘Is this not what
you do in your profession?’ he asked.
The conversation uncovered an absolute
overlap, a ripping apart of the fabric of
reality, to reveal what’s really there. The
process he described, of allowing a
subjective experience to unfold and explode
through his work, into a space for new or
rediscovered narratives, was rich food for
thought for a trainee psychotherapist!
Carolyn McBain
❧❧❧
It was a surprising experience, meeting
David and listening to his description of
video art as a means to feeling and evoking
humanity through his camera. He not only
captures people through his images, but
goes well beyond, following his need to
establish a relationship and try to savour
the other and feel what it may be like to
be that other. So much similarity with the
work of a therapist!
Paola Pomponi
❧❧❧

For me, the impact of our shared
exploration of David’s art work was to
reflect on the nature of empathy. At one
level, it can be instinctual to empathise
with the suffering of those caught up in
extreme socio-political events, such as
the Rwandan genocide and the ongoing
Afghan conflict, but only at a distance.
However, David’s innovative approach
through his art opened up deeper responses
in me to the distress and pain of those
individuals and a greater insight into the
long-term impact of their terrible
experiences. Art has the power to cut
through the divisive posturing of politics
to the humanitarian heart of issues, to
profound effect I hope.
Katy Dent
❧❧❧
I was really struck by David’s ‘Travel
Time’, a project he conceived and created
when, years ago, he had to travel a total
of 2000 miles up and down by car between
London and Edinburgh. With a camera
aimed from his rearview mirror at the cars
behind him, he set himself the task of
sitting in the outside lane at the exact
speed limit for the whole of his journey.
In the process, it recorded a wide range
of reactions from the drivers coming up
behind him—their impatience, frustration,
anger, desperation and ambivalence, to
name but a few. The hours and hours of
film were edited down to 60 minutes set
to Stravinsky’s Rites of Spring.
I have not seen the final cut, but then
I do not think I have to. I can well imagine
all the reactions and so much more.
Ondine Smulders
❧❧❧
On the Tuesday following this event I went
to Holborn for my clinical supervision, as
I have been doing since early 2008. Holborn
is part of London’s legal district, hence
there are a lot of lawyers, but in all the
years of sharing pavements I had never
been curious enough to look over the fence
and initiate conversation.
As I was walking toward my supervisor’s
office I noticed that myself and the two
lawyers walking next to me had fallen into
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perfectly synchronised step. We all looked
at each other, I asked them ‘Are you
lawyers?’ They said yes, ‘What about you?’
And for a brief while we were together in
conversation, and it felt as though a
transfigured space of reciprocal recognition
opened up as the traffic noise receded.
Had something happened in David’s
studio which allowed this to unfold? An
adventure in alterity. Meeting the other
without letting it terrify or stop you,
finding another way. Allowing the opening
of value and meaning, opening up the
whole stance, moving toward a more
uncertain, open space, letting its contrasts
liberate rather than close you down.
Monia Brizzi
❧❧❧
I was surprised to be invited to meet with
the Society for Existential Analysis. A fine
art education had not obviously qualified
me to have relevant knowledge or insights
to share with this specialised expert group.
I was intimidated by the potential
absence of shared reference points and
my lack of awareness of prerequisite
literature and precedents. However, there
was a warmth and curiosity which framed
the guarded initial encounter.
In my practice, I frequently engage in
collaborations, research and debate, which

is not limited to a single discipline. Since
the mid-nineties, I have sought to find ways
to use the free definition of agenda and
methodology that artists can claim, in order
to comment, criticise and participate in
discourses that extend beyond the studio.
While the specific disciplinary frame
of psychology and psychotherapy was
entirely new to me, the experience of
gently discovering areas of convergence
amongst colleagues and strangers is
familiar and welcome.
The event was constructively bilateral.
While I was under some scrutiny, the
contributions were consistently critically
self-reflective. The novel frame facilitated
a freely navigating conversation, which
avoided rehearsed positions and mandated
non-exclusive language. It was a privilege
to discuss subjective experiential
observations of narrative construction and
differentiated perception with a community
of experts who had considered these
challenges through different clinical and
philosophical evidence bases.
I hope that for those who were generous
enough to participate in the event, there
were surprising moments of solidarity
revealed as we considered our varied
views on the structural barriers to the
comprehension of pluralism and constructs
that could limit societal empathy.

What was fascinating was that, as we
recognised our common concerns were
transcending the differences in our
vocabularies, a valuable dialogue developed.
It appears that the declared subjectivity of
the artists’ individual research and the
focused engagement of psychotherapists’
work with individual subjects, occasionally
reveals some common questions.
As the event came to a close, I realised
we were no longer talking about (or from
positions of) art or psychology. Instead,
we appeared to be collectively considering
how the observations and contentions
revealed through practice might achieve
greater impact in challenging polarisation.
The challenge that appeared to unite
us was the desire to reveal something of
the nuance and complexity of the
experienced world, that we have the luxury
of trying to understand, while resisting
the extrapolations, approximations and
generalisations that we feel so often
misrepresent its diversity.
I am grateful for the event, the
conversation and the way in which it
challenged, and continues to challenge,
my ideas.
David Cotterrell

Contact Monia at moniabrizzi@
gmail.com

TREASURER’S REPORT
FOR FINANCIAL YEAR END 31ST DECEMBER 2018
In fulfilment of my duties as Honorary
Treasurer of the Society for Existential
Analysis, I have kept proper accounts and
recorded all the financial transactions
of the Society for Existential Analysis
during the 14-month period 1st November
2017 to 31st December 2018. Having
received approval to extend the accounts
to match the calendar year and move to
an accrual basis of reporting at the last
AGM, I have recorded all payments,
receipts and bank transactions in the
financial accounts, which have been
checked by the Society’s accountants.
I found no outstanding debts or
liabilities nor future commitments at the
end of the financial year.
Revenue came from Membership fees,

Conference tickets, UKCP registration
fees, CPD events and sales and adverts
of our publications.
Expenditure of funds went towards
awarding scholarships, editing and
printing of publications, CPD events and
the Conference, administration and the
remuneration of the UKCP Registration
Secretary.
Due to the extended period covered by
these accounts, figures include both the
2017 and 2018 conferences, the latter
celebrating our 50th Anniversary over 2
days. We also raised the cost of ticket
prices. The 2018 UKCP registration
income starts to reflect the 5-year
accreditation cycle. We have invested in
a revamp of the website which was

recently launched and there has also been
increased CPD activity with the film club
and supervision series. Our membership
income remains healthy and we have
reduced advertising costs by opting to
promote though social media and directly
with the membership.
The SEA remains committed to
financing and sponsoring academic
endeavours for students of existential
psychotherapy, through scholarships,
research projects and events promoting
existential thought.

Sally O’Sullivan
Honorary Treasurer
Society for Existential Analysis
16th August 2019
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FINANCIAL RESULTS
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E N D I N G S

FAREWELL MY MOTHER’S HOME
BY O N D I N E S M U L D E RS
I stand here for the last time. In the kitchen. I
am alone, my hands lean on the back of a stool;
mine was on the corner of the kitchen table.
There is just one hour to go before I leave,
never to return as it turns out. The sun is
shining, the doors are open, I hear the water
running quietly in the little fountain outside.
This is the place where my mother spent
most of her life. This was her kitchen. Here
I filled her sherry glass every night while she was cooking; I laid
the table and helped her melt the chocolate or beat the egg whites
for dessert; sometimes I was allowed to lift the fries out of the
blistering fat.
In that distant time, I also hear her hit the maddening gong as
she summoned her brood to dinner. This was my mother’s home,
the house she loved for more than forty years. She filled its rooms
with herself, into its garden she blew life, and I sense her spirit
lingering to this day. I miss her, the house feels abandoned and
dejected. No one has lived here for several years.
I wander through the house. It is quiet, a cavernous echo in
the stony hallway. The carpet is gone.
Memories flood me as I ascend the stairs and come to my
bedroom door. Behind, a sanctuary once, where I listened to my
records, tried (not) to study, cat in my lap, slept on a thin mattress
in the hard wooden frame (good for our backs).
I stumble across old notebooks, pictures, a forgotten wedding
dress. I reminisce about times past. I hear my mother’s hurried
heels on the stairs, my father’s lighter tread, a succession of cats
scratching at the door to join me in bed, the sound of music rising
from the downstairs record player.
The house holds the detritus and the memories of our lives.
Here I became rooted before venturing away from home. This
was my first world where I grew into my teenage self and developed
my young-adult identity, where I endlessly listened to records,
read comic books, where I laughed and cried.
In my room, I felt protected by my desk, that ugly thing, the
uncomfortable chair, and the orange mushroom lamp that took
up half the desk. It was comforting and safe. It was the space
where I rebelled and dreamt of an independent future. Here I
became more like my-self.
This house, once mine, has not been part of my story for a
good few decades. I am no longer who I once was in this space
and nothing is any longer how it once was. Its sale is slowly
undoing this part of my life, the end of an era.
I feel emotions rolling around inside me. The sadness of saying
goodbye to my mother’s home, the agonising grief that I need to
let go of something that is/was so dear. With it nearly gone, I realise
that I once loved the house, felt safe in it, but also wanted to escape
it. I sense a profound relief that we may finally move forward now.
In the kitchen, today, the house feels quiet around me. I am
aware of its peaceful mood. It will not be still for long. This

I am no longer who I once was
in this space and nothing is any
longer how it once was
morning, two small blond children were racing each other in the
garden, chased by their young mother. Their voices, the laughter
carried across the lawn, and time. Soon they will run up its stairs,
and another mother will call (gong) them to dinner, a father will
quietly close the door to his study seeking silence.
I have walked out of the house. It is time to go. I turn around
and see it disappear through the trees, into a growing distance of
space and time. Then, it is gone.
I whisper goodbye to my childhood home and my mother’s
spirit that will soon fade as the presence of another mother colonises
the house. All the while, I am thinking that I will return one more
time before the sale is final. I struggle to stay with the thought
that this is the final goodbye.
I never went back. As I write this, I sense sadness, a light ache
in my chest, more on the left. Heaviness sinks to my stomach,
below the ribcage. The house is gone. It is disorienting to understand
that I will never enter it again, that it is now my past and part of
my story. The house belongs to others; the memories are mine to
take to other homes.

Contact Ondine at counselling17@hotmail.com

EDITOR’S NOTE
If you have an ending, professional or personal, that
you would like to share in prose, poetry or imagery on
this page, please send them to the Editor.
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therapy harley street
Professional excellence and authentic human care
director: Bárbara Godoy

Continuing Professional Development Programme 2019/20
EXISTENTIAL PRACTICE: THE RELATIONAL WORLD
with

Prof Er nesto Spinelli & Bárbara Godoy

This one year course provides participants with the opportunity to examine
the book Practising Existential Therapy: The Relational World in detail, both
with its author and via a sequence of experientially-focused workshops.
S t art i ng dat e 17 October 2019
Thursdays 6pm to 9pm
£1200 the whole year - 12 participants max.

ADVANCED EXISTENTIAL SUPERVISION
with Prof Ernesto Spinelli

These monthly workshops invite practitioners to ‘look again’ at our
practice and re-view assumptions and expectations regarding being a therapist.
Saturdays 2pm to 5pm
Dates for 2020: 18 Januar y, 29 Febr uar y, 28 March, 25 April,
16 May, 27 June, 18 July, 17 October, 14 November and 12 December
£1260 the whole year (£140 per workshop) - 10 participants max.

EXPERIENTIAL STUDY GROUP
with Prof Ernesto Spinelli & Bárbara Godoy

For practitioners who want to “walk the walk” of Existential Enquiry.
Dates for 2020: Saturdays 10am to 1pm
18 Jan: Worldview.
16 May: Conflict
17 Oct: Space
29 Feb: Sedimentation
27 June: Change
14 Nov: Aloneness
28 March: Tensions
18 July: Temporality, 12 Dec: Authenticity
25 April: Identity
£500 the 10 dates (£70 per workshop)

DAY WORKSHOPS - Saturdays 10am to 5pm - £150

"BUT WHAT
ABOUT YOU?"

with Dr Christian Schulz Quach

Death awareness
and meaning-making for
health care professionals
21 March

WALK ON THE WILD
SIDE: DREAMS,
THE DAIMONIC AND
THE DIONYSIAN
with Manu Bazzano
An experiential and
theoretical workshop

6 June

MIGRATION IS
ALSO A HOME

with Dr Greg Madison
Our moment-by-moment
shifting of experience can
show us a different
kind of ‘ground’

3 October

VENUE

10 Harley Street, London W1G 9PF

B O O K B Y E M A I L info@therapyharleystreet.co.uk
ENQUIRIES: 020 7289 5656

Explore the possibility to become an associate of THS and practise at our clinic

www.therapyharleystreet.co.uk
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